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IV. Conclusion: A Lesson From Evolutionary Biology

I. Introduction

No scientific endeavor can ever hope to explain simultaneously all of the observed phenomena which are of interest to the observer. Some events and conditions must necessarily be postulated or taken as given, not subject to rigorous inquiry and analysis, so that others can be usefully isolated and understood. These "exogenous" phenomena form an essential part of the intellectual framework within which other, "endogenous" observations can be conceptually organized and studied by the investigator.

This fundamental limitation—the need to assume the fixedness of some phenomena—applies to economics just as to physics or biology. But unlike many natural sciences, important distinctions among contemporaneous modes of economic inquiry can be based upon which features of social and economic organization are treated as endogenous and which others are left as unexplained givens. For many years, most American microeconomic scholarship has taken as exogenous phenomena the complex of social, political, and legal relationships which constrain economic activity and the specific organizational arrangements within which it is carried on. Analysis has then been directed toward depicting the behavior of individual economic agents and characterizing the efficient allocation of resources among them given the particular institutional and organizational forms which structure their interaction. In this analysis, social and ethical norms are subsumed under "preferences," property rights and corresponding obligations are assumed to be clearly defined and initially allocated, modes of organizing production and distribution are given, and established procedures for dispute resolution and the assignment of rights which cannot feasibly be evaluated or exchanged in markets are presumed. Within this exogenous institutional framework, then, neoclassical inquiry—the analytical tradition which has dominated American microeconomic theory since the Second World War—seeks to specify the terms of individual exchanges (prices) and the individual and aggregate levels of productive and consumptive activities (quantities) which result from them.

The cornerstones of this traditional approach are the concepts of optimization and static equilibrium. Under the neoclassical lens, the human participants in economic activity are seen to possess immense powers of calculation and information processing. Given full cognizance of their own preferences over all potential states of the economic world and of the constraints which bind their decisions, they are assumed to have access to vast amounts of information about these alternatives either in the form of certain knowledge or, at worst, in terms of uncertainty expressible with the mathematical precision provided by probability distributions or sampling statistics. To this store of information, sophisticated analytical techniques are applied which enable decisionmakers to "optimize," to select precisely the course of action which best realizes their predetermined personal objectives in the face of the relevant constraints.

Once these personal optima have been specified, individuals then enter a postulated realm of institutional arrangements and environmental conditions—a "market"—allowing them continually to seek out and freely negotiate with one another for the purpose of completing "efficient exchanges," individual transactions which reallocate resources to the mutual, self-perceived benefit of the traders involved. In time, this continuing exchange process leads to a final allocation of tradable goods (and a set of relative prices which reflect it) which is in equilibrium because it is "Pareto efficient"; there exist no forces tending to change this ultimate allocation because there are no further efficient exchanges to be made. Seen in this way, economic activity thus tends toward its own cessation, and the Pareto efficient allocation persists in equilibrium until some exogenous change in preferences, constraints, or the institutional structure itself necessitates a reiteration of the entire process of optimizing and equilibrating.

The obvious fictions implicit in this admittedly skeletal account have not gone unnoticed, even amongst the economists themselves. Herbert Simon, for example, has long argued that the ability to acquire and assess all the information necessary for true optimizing behavior even in the simplest choice situations is beyond the capacity of flesh and blood decisionmakers. In real choice environments, where information is either unreliable or simply unavailable in useful forms, all that is possible is what Simon calls "satisficing" behavior, the selection of some outcome which is merely satisfactory rather than continuing the often fruitless pursuit of the optimum. Instead of consistently reaching a plainly visible mountaintop by choosing the shortest of a set of alternative paths, all of which are well charted (at least probabilistically) before the journey begins, Simon's decisionmakers more clearly reflect the human condition, grooping upward toward a summit which is shrouded in clouds, guided only by a map which is incomplete and often erroneous. Faced with this "bounded rationality," they may in fact occasionally reach the peak, but more often they will stop investing.

resources in the climb much earlier, when they have reached an altitude which appears acceptable to them for the purpose at hand.

Moreover, if it is a truism to say that life is change, then it is equally clear that genuine understanding of social systems as they exist in the real world requires explicit and detailed analysis of their behavior in disequilibrium, the state in which we observe them every day. This point is especially plain to lawyers and judges, much of whose daily work is concerned with continually seeking, within (or in spite of) the bounds of codified law and *stare decisis*, necessarily small changes in established legal rules and procedures. Over time, the slow accretion of these marginal changes effects the evolutionary transformation of a central part of the neoclassical economist's exogenous "givens," the institutional and organizational forms which constrain and direct important aspects of social life.

But the past decade has seen the development of an alternative approach to economic analysis which, by placing the dynamic character of economic and social systems and the informational obstacles to optimizing behavior within them at center stage, has made issues of institutional structure and evolution endogenous to economic inquiry. This emerging "institutional" paradigm borrows from John R. Commons its initial focus upon the smallest observable economic phenomenon, the individual transaction between parties each hoping to realize personal gain from the exchange. Rejecting the neoclassical assumption of strict optimizing behavior, institutional analysis instead extends Adam Smith's less confining postulate of a human propensity toward exchange to address the evolution of nonmarket institutional arrangements to facilitate and organize exchange when markets fail to do so. The institutional paradigm recognizes that combinations of well specified human and environmental factors may inhibit the free flow of information essential to the identification of efficient exchanges, frustrating market transactions which might otherwise result in mutual benefits to the participants. Thus, alternative institutional structures are developed within which economic activity can feasibly be organized despite the inherent limitations of human decisionmakers and the further obstacles to completing efficient exchanges arising within environments which are constantly changing and in which essential information is difficult or impossible to obtain.

The Smithian postulate of a propensity toward exchange initially suggests voluntary and unregulated private contractual arrangements as the most effective way of organizing efficient exchanges and ensuring that information sufficient to identify them *a priori* is made available to prospective traders. "In the beginning," writes Oliver Williamson, "there were markets." This, of course, cannot be taken literally or to express a necessary historical sequence of events. The observation that a given set of nonmarket institutions enables the completion of efficient exchange in environments hostile to market organization does not imply that once, long ago, an unsuccessful attempt to establish markets in these environments was actually made or that this failure is a condition precedent to the evolution of alternative organizational forms. Rather, the postulate of exchange reflects an aspect of human behavior which manifests itself well beyond the narrow spectrum of environments in which market organization is possible. In environments which can independently be identified as well suited to them, there is good reason to believe that markets will in fact emerge and persist as a mode of organizing individually efficient transactions. When they are feasible, markets enjoy a clear comparative advantage relative to alternative modes of organization in their ability to extract and communicate the deeply impacted information necessary for the completion of efficient transactions. They do so, moreover, largely without the need for cumbersome administrative or supervisory mechanisms. But if the propensity to exchange is to express itself in trading environments which plainly cannot support explicit economic markets, it is clear that the completion of individual transactions must be organized in some other way from the outset. In other instances, we may indeed observe a particular exchange environment shift over time from one suitable to market organization to one hostile to it, and with this shift an evolutionary change from market to nonmarket organization. But this need not always be the case, and the evolution of various modes of exchange, including but not limited to the market, is better seen as a process of parallel development in different environments than as a sequential replacement of markets by other forms.

The analysis of market failure is nonetheless a central element of institutional inquiry, for the relative efficacy with which markets gather and employ essential information creates a rebuttable evolutionary presumption in their favor. As a result, any characterization of a particul-

---

2 An excellent discussion of this approach to the organization of economic activity and its debt to earlier work in this area is found in O. Williamson, MARKETS AND HIERARCHIES: ANALYSIS AND ANTITRUST IMPLICATIONS 1-56 (1973). In addition to works cited below, central insights into the relationship between information, impatience, external effects, and allocative mechanisms are developed in K. Arrow, THE LIMITS OF ORGANIZATION (1974) and Arrow, The Organization of Economic Activity: Issues Pertinent to the Choice of Market Versus Nonmarket Allocation, in PUBLIC EXPENDITURES AND POLICY ANALYSIS 59 (R. Haveman & J. Margo, eds. 1970). Relevant works of Commons himself are J. Commons, INSTITUTIONAL ECONOMICS (1934), and J. Commons, LEGAL FOUNDATIONS OF CAPITALISM (1924) [hereinafter cited as J. Commons, LEGAL FOUNDATIONS].

3 A. Smith, THE WEALTH OF NATIONS 15 (B. Cannan ed. 1937) (originally published in 1776) ("[T]he division of labor is the necessary, though very slow and gradual consequence of a certain propensity in human nature . . . the propensity to truck, barter, and exchange one thing for another ".)

4 O. Williamson, supra note 2, at 20.
lar institutional structure as a nonmarket mode of organizing efficient exchange must explain precisely why this exchange cannot be conducted in markets. In its most general form, the answer to this question relates to the specific properties of the goods or entitlements being traded; only those goods displaying substantial homogeneity across producers and consumers and for which it is possible to confine consumption to those willing to bear the full costs of production are suited to efficient exchange in free markets. Efficient exchange in objects whose distinctive qualities vary with the identities of particular buyers or sellers or for which “free riding” on the expenditures of others is possible is generally beyond the organizational capacity of markets. Institutional writers have sought to rationalize various observed modes of production and structures of property and liability rules as first-order organizational arrangements evolved to allow for efficient exchange in objects unsuited to market exchange. Williamson has extended this analysis to show that the same human characteristics and environmental obstacles to individual transactions which are the sources of market failure can appear over time in these alternative forms as well, requiring their continuing structural adaptation if the ability to organize efficient exchange is to be preserved. Underlying all these issues of organizational form is the problem of acquiring and transmitting economic information. Failure in exchange mechanisms, market and nonmarket, occurs because information is imposed in individuals without opportunity or incentive to reveal it. Institutional inquiry suggests that the evolution of a variety of observed social structures can best be analyzed in terms of their relative efficacy in extracting this information in useful and timely forms and thus permitting the completion of efficient transactions in the face of changing conditions in the exchange environment.

In two earlier papers, I have applied this institutional framework to the criminal process, in particular to the development by the United States Supreme Court of procedural rules governing negotiated guilty pleas and the imposition of capital sentences. Central to both these analyses is a view of the Anglo-American criminal process as an economic system, wherein an evolving institutional structure within which a particular form of economic exchange is organized and carried out. That the institutions of criminal justice comprise a kind of surrogate marketplace is an idea which has met with some resistance from lawyers and economists alike. But the economic content of our most venerable traditions of criminal justice seems quite clear nonetheless. Over hundreds of years, ours has been a legal order of retributive punishment tempered by the norm of proportionality, one which seeks to exact an eye, but only that, for an eye. Such a system deters only “inefficient” offenses, and tolerates (or encourages) “efficient” ones, those in which the net benefit to the offender exceeds the sum of all costs imposed upon others by the criminal act. The problem of distinguishing efficient from inefficient criminal transactions and organizing the completion of efficient offenses is, for the criminal process just as for other kinds of exchange mechanisms, one of information. Here, the critical variable is the total cost imposed by a given criminal act upon a large and widely dispersed group of cost bearers, a cost comprised of both material and moral elements. The task of the institutional structures which comprise the criminal process is to “make the punishment fit the crime,” to determine this cost reliably in each case so that individually efficient punishment “prices,” sanctions which precisely measure the full social cost of the offense in question without regard to the likelihood of apprehension and conviction, can be established and exacted from offenders. But crime is a cost-imposing activity unsuited to the market mode of organization. The highly individualized nature and widespread incidence of the costs associated with criminal acts render markets generally incapable of extracting this information and defining prices sufficient to organize individually efficient criminal exchanges. From the institutional point of view, however, systems of criminal justice exist as alternatives to market organization, encompassing mechanisms which permit, albeit imperfectly, the identification and completion of efficient transactions. As with other nonmarket systems of exchange, the specific of organization in the criminal process, and the existence and resolution of organizational failure within it, are directly related to the characteristics and capacities of human decisionmakers and the dif-

---


ficulties they face in acquiring necessary information in various exchange environments.

The criminal process is a rich source of qualitative observation for economic analysis pursued from an evolutionary perspective. For example, one evolutionary problem posed and confronted in the criminal process concerns the sentencing disparities resulting from increasingly refined attempts to match individual punishments to the detailed particulars of the offense and personal attributes of the offender. Such "individually specific" punishment prices present severe informational obstacles to the organization of efficient transactions within the criminal process; if the costs imposed by a given offense depend upon the identities of the parties involved and the specific circumstances of the act, efficient prices generally cannot be determined until the act itself is completed and all relevant information becomes available to the sentencing authority. Where this is the case, however, the ability of these prices to serve simultaneously as "signals" to potential offenders, informing them about the efficiency or inefficiency of contemplated but not yet undertaken offenses, is greatly diminished and the deterrent function of efficient pricing severely undermined. The intertwined goals of precise assessment of costs already imposed and the creation of incentives for efficient decisions in the future—which are met simultaneously by market pricing in cases of homogeneous goods or entitlements—thus stand in direct conflict with one another where individually specific cost imposition is involved. This tension can be reduced only by sacrificing some of the precision afforded by individualized sentencing in favor of the more effective deterrent signalling associated with mandatory or standardized sentencing procedures. But in a series of recent decisions with important ramifications for all criminal sentencing, the United States Supreme Court has invalidated mandatory penalty schemes and imposed upon the criminal process the less constraining alternative of legislatively defined standards as a means to implement the constitutional guarantee against cruel and unusual punishments in capital cases. 10 Though framed in terms of normative considerations of due process and the proper interpretation of the eighth amendment, the language and rationales of these opinions speak with remarkable clarity to precisely the "economic" issues of information transfer outlined here. 11

10 See, e.g., Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280 (1976); Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976); Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 254-57 (1972) (Douglas, J., concurring); id. at 307-10 (Stewart, J., concurring); id.; at 311-12 (White, J., concurring); id. at 400-01 (Burger, C.J., dissenting; McGeough v. California, 402 U.S. 183 (1971). These cases and their relationship to the organizational failure which results from this informational problem are discussed in detail in Adelstein, Informational Paradox, supra note 9, at 291-96.

11 That judicially imposed rules or procedures ostensibly grounded in fairness or due process may have clear economic significance of this kind renders the sharp neoclassical distinction be-

In this light, qualitative observations of litigation outcomes and procedural rules can be seen as "positive evidence" in support of the evolutionary model of the criminal process in much the same way as the historical development of patent and copyright structures in response to the widespread external effects of knowledge creation is taken as positive support for the theory of public goods.12 But even when viewed as complementary to the neoclassical approach, institutional inquiry raises serious questions of scientific method and epistemology. Differences in the phenomena treated as endogenous by the two paradigms make clear that their methodologies must be very different as well. The neoclassical reliance upon mathematical specificity and prediction in the style of the physical sciences naturally directs analysis toward quantifiable variables and econometric methodology. For the institutionalist, on the other hand, the richest sources of empirical observation include contemporary organizational arrangements in various spheres of activity and existing configurations of property and liability rules and legal procedures, along with their historical development over time. The essentially qualitative nature of such observations precludes the mathematical precision to which more traditional economic models aspire. Moreover, the evolutionary component of the institutional paradigm suggests inquiry into underlying and largely implicit processes of development rather than the deterministic prediction of specific outcomes within a given institutional structure or the precise definition of new organizational forms which might evolve in the future.

These considerations offer a parallel between the institutional approach to economic organization and the technique of "functional analysis" employed with varying degrees of discernment and success by anthropologists, sociologists, and evolutionary biologists, a methodology which has occasioned a lively debate among philosophers of science and social science. Carl Hempel, himself skeptical of the scientific value of functionalism, has characterized its objective in the social sciences as "understanding[ing] a behavior pattern or sociocultural institution by determining the role it plays in keeping the given system in working order or maintaining it as a going concern."13 Two aspects of the technique have been at the focus of the controversy. The first con-

12 This epistemological position is by no means limited to the analysis of legal structures. Consider, for example, Mancur Olson's widely cited discussions of labor unions, political parties, pressure groups, and similar phenomena as institutional responses to the inability of market organizations to induce the supply of public goods. M. Olson, THE LOGIC OF COLLECTIVE ACTION (1965). See also the inquiries of O. Williamson, note 2 supra, Alchian & Demsetz, note 5 supra, and Jensen, note 3 supra, into the organization of business firms.

cerns the precision with which functionalist arguments and hypotheses are articulated and the predictive and deterministic limitations which constrain even the most carefully wrought functional analyses, difficulties closely related to the qualitative nature of the phenomena under investigation. A second issue, implicit in Hempel's formulation, is the teleology of developing or evolving systems. Functional analysis in anthropology and sociology has often implied the existence of specifically defined collective goals or ends attributable to social systems as such rather than to the individual purposes or intentions of the human actors who comprise them. Such intimations of predetermination are at best highly dubious, and have properly been rejected by scholars otherwise as diverse as Friedrich Hayek and Anthony Giddens.

But positive social analysis must speak in some way to the powerful insight that lends functional argument its surface plausibility, that purposive human activity often has consequences of social coordination beyond the conscious intent of the individual actor. The attempt to describe and rationalize "establishments which are indeed the result of human action, but not the execution of any human design" has long been a consistent theme in Western political and economic thought, and our brief discussion of capital sentencing standards suggests its place in the institutional analysis of evolving structures in the criminal process as well. Where such "invisible hand" arguments, old and new, frequently run afoul of teleological considerations is in their Panglossian (or Social Darwinist) insistence on the "optimality" of evolved institutions or organizational forms, on seeing existing order as the best possible order, or as Adam Smith did, as ordained by a "beneficent Providence."}

such systems as "going concerns" recalls Commons' use of the same term in a very similar context. See, e.g., J. Commons, Legal Foundations, supra note 2, at 143-213 (1924).


17 An illuminating discussion of these arguments and their close relationship to those of functional writers is found in Ullmann-Margalit, Invisible-Hand Explanations, 39 Synthese 263 (1978).

18 See, e.g., E. Whitaker, A History of Economic Ideas 152 (1940). Indeed, much of the aesthetic appeal of neoclassical analysis derives from the central result of welfare theory, that market organization will coordinate self-interested individual behavior and direct it toward the achievement of an efficient, or "optimal," allocation of resources. Even in this limited sense, however, use of the word "optimal" is seriously misleading. A given market allocation, efficient though it may be, is neither unique nor necessarily desirable, for it is fundamentally dependent not only upon individual preferences but also upon the distribution of endowments which precedes the exchange process. Given a fixed stock of social resources, an allocational process based upon voluntary exchange which begins with a highly skewed distribution of wealth is not likely to alter substantially the relative positions of rich and poor. Were the underlying wealth distribution to be changed, the market mechanism would reallocate resources and again generate an efficient equilibrium outcome, though its particular terms might be very different from the earlier result. The issue of efficient allocation must therefore be posed and resolved separately from that of wealth distribution; one must always ask whether the initial distribution which supports a given efficient allocation is itself appropriate or "fair." To characterize as "optimal" or prescribe a particular efficient allocation, achieved either through the market itself or through institutional attempts to "mimic" its outcomes in cases of market failure, is thus implicitly to sanction its underlying distribution of endowments, a central point often given insufficient emphasis in neoclassical discussions.

19 See, e.g., T. Dobzhansky, F. Ayala, G. Stebbins & J. Valentine, Evolution 474-516 (1977); Mayr, Evolution, Scientific Am., Sept. 1978, at 47. These issues are discussed more fully in notes 168-174, and accompanying text infra. Thus, it has been observed that [selectionist evolution]...is neither a chance phenomenon nor a deterministic phenomenon but a two-step tandem process combining the advantages of both. As the pioneering population geneticist Sewall Wright wrote: "The Darwinian process of continued interplay of a random and a selective process is not intermediate between pure chance and pure determinism, but in its consequences utterly different from either." Mayr, supra note 19, at 53.


It is especially instructive in this regard to consider the teleological aspects of biological evolution. The inherent randomness and indeterminacy which pervades this evolutionary process renders any description of it as "optimizing" or "progressive" a dangerous error. Natural selection proceeds in two conceptually distinct steps: the generation, through recombination, mutation, and random occurrences, of genetic variability and the subsequent ordering of that variability by environmental selection unrelated to the process which has produced the variance. The initial production of a seemingly inexhaustible supply of genetic variants is in largest part a matter of pure chance, and the selection of "successful" forms by the environment within which a population exists is wholly extrinsic to variant production. Constantly changing environmental conditions present the individual variants with constantly changing obstacles to their survival, and those forms which happen to be suited to life given these obstacles are those which persist and propagate, whether they represent "optimal" or merely satisfactory adaptations. The possibility of a large number of potentially well but not "perfectly" adapted forms in this sense suggests the extreme difficulty of deterministic or statistical prediction of specific successful forms, particularly given the probabilistic nature of the generation process itself and the qualitative differences among its various outcomes.

But evolutionary direction is determined by environmental change, and were a metaphysical theory of such change possible, this direction potentially would be foreseeable. Yet environmental change itself can be apprehended in human terms only as a random process; who could anticipate the wind which carries a seed from one ecological setting to another, entirely different one, miles away, or climatic forces...
which raise or lower mean temperatures by a decisive degree or two? To import normative significance to survival or persistence seems absurd. The "fit," merely winners in a gigantic game of chance, cannot be more worthy than the "unfit."

The criminal process, as an evolving, nonmarket exchange structure, bears resemblance to the biological example. In the institutional view, the substantive criminal law and the procedures through which it is enforced, taken together, comprise an organizational arrangement which (unlike the market) mediates the many-sided externality relationship between individual offenders and the large, widely dispersed group which bears the costs of their activity. Individual criminal litigation results from the desire of the cost bearers, represented by the public prosecutor, to be compensated for their costs by the imposition of a punishment which exacts from the offender a psychic cost roughly equal to the costs associated with the criminal act. In this sense, the offender "purchases" the criminal entitlement from the state, and the highly visible and universally recognized hardship imposed by imprisonment or other deprivations of personal liberty represents a form of restitution "in kind" to the cost bearers for the largely nonmaterial or moral costs they have borne. Where reliable information flows freely in this system, that is, where both the offender at the moment he decides to commit the offense and the sentencing authority at the moment the punishment is fixed are able to assess with reasonable accuracy the costs imposed by the offense, this arrangement in general permits efficient criminal transactions to be completed and inefficient ones to be effectively deterred. But where such information is unreliable or unavailable, the price-exaction mechanism fails, and some structural adaptation is required if its ability to organize efficient exchange in this sphere of human activity is to be preserved.

The substantive criminal law, therefore, as developed through the continuing interplay of legislative and judicial processes, speaks generally to the costs associated with various forms of criminal activity and defines prices for the underlying criminal transaction. Rules of procedure, largely the product of appellate courts, take account of the economic and moral costs of the price-exaction mechanism itself, directing the mechanism toward relatively less costly modes of gathering the information necessary for these determinations and actually imposing the punishment price. In both cases, the relevant costs involve substantial moral elements, and information regarding their magnitude is inherently difficult to extract. Further, insofar as judicial decisionmaking plays a major role in this structure, marginal changes in both law and procedure will result from individual litigation when the courts deem the particular litigation to be prototypical and indicative of a more general problem, thus an appropriate vehicle for modifying the exchange mechanism in generally applicable ways. Individual litigants, usually convicted appellants whose claims are often framed in terms of fundamental fairness or due process, are seen within the institutional perspective as arguing either that environmental conditions have rendered the criminal process incapable of organizing efficient exchange in specific ways or that individual behavior within the price-exaction mechanism has led to systematic error in the evaluation of particular costs.

In this way, uncoordinated and self-interested behavior on the part of aggrieved individuals (or public officials acting in their name) lies at the very core of the procedures through which institutional variants are generated in the criminal process. But the potential for serious error pervades this generating structure. The original judgment of prototypicality may be in error; the specific structural alternatives urged by particular litigants, which may sharply delimit the court's range of choice, may be posed in terms less appropriate to the general instance of the problem they represent than to the peculiar circumstances of the case at bar. As Justice Holmes recognized long ago, hard cases often make bad law. Even where this original decision to decide is well taken, however, both the litigants themselves and the judges who hear their claims must act within an environment of deeply impacted information. These informational constraints are especially severe given the central role of moral costs in the definition of both accurate punishment prices and efficient procedural devices; the nonmaterial nature of such costs and the inability of market values to reveal their magnitude makes their estimation an extremely formidable endeavor under any circumstances. Moreover, the normative and political significance attached to the estimation of these costs makes the criminal process especially sensitive to errors in this respect and counsels extreme caution and circumspection in the evaluation of systemic outcomes. The strictly bounded rationality characterizing the complex of defendants, prosecutors, trial judges, juries, and appellate courts responsible for structural change in the criminal process thus creates an inevitable element of random error within it. As a result, decisionmaking processes which might be seen as "optimizing" under hypothetical conditions of

---

21 The institutional model of the American criminal process is developed in greater detail in Adelstein, Informational Paradox, supra note 5, at 283-89; and Adelstein, Negotiated Guilty Plea, supra note 8, at 783-807. Various aspects of it will be treated more thoroughly here as they become relevant to the present discussion.

22 See Adelstein, Informational Paradox, supra note 9, at 287-89.

23 See Adelstein, Negotiated Guilty Plea, supra note 8, at 799-809.

24 Our earlier discussion of sentencing standards as a response to failure created by highly individualized sentencing patterns is an example of this phenomenon. See generally Adelstein, Informational Paradox, supra note 9, at 289-96.

perfect information may operate suboptimally or even dysfunctionally
given the component of random error introduced by constraints of in-
formation impactedness and bounded rationality.

The question of environmental change in this model is also suf-
fused with indeterminacy. The environment within which criminal ex-
change must be organized can be seen to change over time in two
distinct, though perhaps not unrelated, ways. In the first instance, the
array of moral costs generated by a particular cost-imposing activity
itself or by the various procedures employed in exacting punishment
prices for it may shift with changing political and social values. The
effective "decriminalization" of personal use of marijuana through dis-
cretionary decisions by prosecutors and trial courts in many parts of the
United States is an example of the way in which gradual changes in the
social perception of the costs imposed by specific types of behavior
have been reflected in the everyday operation of the criminal process.
On the procedural side, increasing sensitivity to the costs imposed by
sexual assault appears to have generated a shift in the relative costs
associated with the various errors which may result from trial proced-
ceses in cases of alleged rape; an increasing social cost associated with
acquitting the guilty relative to convicting the innocent has led in many
jurisdictions to the abolition or strict limitation of the rule forbidding
conviction on the uncorroborated testimony of the victim alone.26

Shifting in the various personal values and prejudices which underlie
these configurations of moral cost may reflect long term and significant
processes of social change, or they may be merely passing or transitory
effects. And in principle, unlike the biological case, these environmen-
tal changes may not be wholly independent of the evolving mechanism
itself and its performance at a given moment in time. But in the institu-
tional view just as in the neoclassical, these "preferences" remain exog-
enous phenomena, their incidence at a particular instant or their
movement over time left unexplained and thus essentially unpredict-
able.

A second source of environmental change concerns the informa-
tional conditions under which these costs must be evaluated for the
purpose of effecting efficient transfers of criminal entitlements. For ex-
ample, where the relevant population over which costs must be ac-
counted is small and homogeneous, the problems involved in nonmarket
cost estimation are substantially less severe than in cases of
large, culturally and socially diverse communities in which moral stan-
dards of behavior (and thus the costs associated with various activities)
vary widely from group to group. Small systems in this sense can gen-

26 See Adelstein, Negotiated Guilty Plea, supra note 8, at 807 n.74; Pratt, The Demise of the
Corroboration Requirement—Its History in Georgia Rape Law, 25 Emory L.J. 805 (1977) (focusing
on the experience in a single state); Note, Rape Reform Legislation: Is it the Solution? 24 CLEV. ST.
mechanism through which developing structural inadequacies are identified and compensatory responses to them formulated and implemented. This diachronic aspect of the evolutionary analysis raises difficult questions of teleology and the relationship between purposive actions of individuals within the criminal process and the adaptive and self-regulatory properties of the system as a whole, and I will consider both these and associated problems of prediction. I conclude in Section IV with a very brief discussion of the principal lesson of method to be drawn from the study of evolutionary biology, the necessity of comparative analysis in the study of evolving systems, and the potentially great value of the institutional framework as a theoretical basis for comparative work in criminal law and procedure.

II. ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE CRIMINAL PROCESS

A. Positive and Normative Aspects of Externality Analysis

For the institutional and neoclassical economist alike, questions of crime and its control are but a special case of a more pervasive social problem, that of mediating the conflict of personal interest created by relationships of external cost. A useful working definition of this concept emphasizes the element of conflict inherent in it; an externality relationship exists when one individual or group seeks to employ resources for private advantage in such a way as to inflict injury or cost upon others who do not share in the benefits derived. Like all issues of human conflict, the resolution of externality relationships has both a positive (what is?) and a normative (what ought to be?) dimension. How much of this cost-imposing activity is in fact tolerated by a society at a particular moment? How much ought to be endured? To whom does the society award the right to inflict such injury, or the contrary right to be free of it, and why? How and in what circumstances ought these alternative entitlements to be distributed? By what standards, if any, are these matters actually decided? Are these the rules upon which such determinations ought to be based?

Understood either as a positive social phenomenon to be observed and explained or as a normative prescription for the resolution of conflict created by the scarcity of resources, the notion of allocative efficiency, of making cost-imposing activity "pay its own way," offers a perspective on these questions at once distinctive and controversial. A careful discussion of the issues raised by the economist's paradigmatic culprit, the manufacturing firm which pollutes the air as it produces its principal output, will illustrate. Consider a steel plant located in a densely populated area. The production of steel requires the use of a wide range of human and material resources, including land, labor, capital, organizational skill, and raw materials, which the plant generally acquires by purchasing them in markets from others who own them. If these input markets are competitive and working well, the owners of the primary resources are completely compensated for their contribution to the production of steel by the plant's payment to each of a price equal to the full cost of producing the primary resource itself and making it available for steel production. In this way, the steel plant is forced to take account of the costliness of the resources it employs in deciding how much steel to produce; the plant will purchase only those primary resources which are more valuable to it for the purpose of making steel than they would be to other purchasers who would use them differently. Given these conditions, the market mechanism allocates an efficient amount of each primary resource to the production of steel, and the plant, facing a market for its own output which determines the value of the primary resources to it, produces and sells an efficient amount of steel.

But there may be primary resources for which no markets exist. Suppose the production of steel entails filling the air around the plant with thick smoke. The plant's neighbors must breathe this smoke, which imposes a real cost upon them in the form of damage to their lungs and respiratory systems and which to this extent makes their good health a primary resource essential to the production of steel. Where the law initially awards ownership of this primary resource ("the good health of the plant's neighbors") to those whose lungs are damaged, and where free bargaining between the plant and its neighbors can be relied upon to reveal accurately the relative values of this resource to the parties involved, the market mechanism will efficiently allocate "good health" just as it did the other primary inputs to steel production. Thus, the plant might compensate those of its employees who live near the plant by adjusting the wage rate to a mutually acceptable value which accounts for the costs imposed by the smoke. But for the plant's other neighbors, such "internalization" of costs through the market mechanism may not be possible. If the number of cost bearers is very great, and each bears a different, individualized cost as a result of breathing the smoke, the practical difficulties involved in organizing the vast number of separate market transactions required to allocate resources efficiently are likely to be insuperable. Without an alternative institutional structure designed to force the plant to consider the full resource costs of steel production given the market's failure to do so, the damages suffered by the plant's neighbors, their contribution to the production of steel, will remain "external costs." In a real sense, the plant, while paying in full for its other primary resources, will have "stolen" the good health of its neighbors, and it will produce an inefficiently large output of steel (which it sells at an inefficiently low price) as a result of its free use of a costly resource.

It is especially important to note that this posing of the externality problem does not in general contemplate the unconditional deterrence
of cost-imposing activity. Given that the generation of smoke is a necessary concomitant of steel production, the costs imposed by the pollution can be totally eliminated only by shutting down the steel plant and reducing its output to zero. But if the value of the plant’s output as reflected in the market for steel is greater than the value to their initial owners of all the primary resources used in the production of that output, including the good health of the plant’s neighbors, a net social cost is incurred in closing the plant. Ceasing steel production would avoid the expenditure of any of the primary resources, but the community would also be denied the steel which, by hypothesis, it values even more highly than these primary resources. A systemically efficient allocation, one which directed all resources to their most valuable use, would require the community’s tolerance of an “efficient” level of aggregate pollution cost; where the plant is able to pay the full resource costs of its neighbors’ good health and still earn a profit from the sale of its steel, the norm of efficient allocation demands that it be allowed (or encouraged) to do so.

Concern with systemic efficiency in this sense leads one to ask how this efficient level of aggregate cost imposition might be achieved in cases where the market solution is unavailable. For many years, economists have argued that, in principle, efficient allocation could be organized despite the failure of the market mechanism by having the government assess the sum total of the pollution costs borne by the plant’s neighbors and imposing this social cost upon the steel plant in the form of a tax. Such an institutional arrangement induces efficient outputs of both steel and smoke by forcing the plant to pay the full costs of all the primary resources used in the production of steel, a result which in general obtains whether or not the tax revenues are subsequently distributed to those who have breathed the smoke. Moreover, where actual enforcement of the tax is uncertain, systemic efficiency will be preserved (abstracting from considerations of risk preference) if the magnitude of the tax is adjusted so that the plant faces an expected tax equal to the social cost of the pollution. This means that the amount paid by those firms unlucky enough to fall within the reach of the taxing authority must be greater, perhaps substantially so, than the actual damage they have caused. Those who pay the tax are forced, in the name of efficient allocation, to subsidize the remainder, and the value of this subsidy rises as the probability of any single firm’s being taxed decreases. Thus, for example, if there are ten such polluting plants, each of which imposes a total yearly cost of $10 upon its neighbors, a $100 tax levied against any one plant chosen each year at random will induce the same efficient outputs in all the plants as would a $10 tax levied against each of them. It is clear that serious and difficult normative questions are raised by this general approach to externality relationships and the value judgments implicit in it. In its defense, it can persuasively be argued that insofar as modern society plainly values both the production of steel and the good health of the citizens who will use it, the criterion of systemic efficiency offers a reasonable and morally sound means of balancing the worthy but apparently conflicting issues at stake in the pollution example. Moreover, it is important to note that the social costs generated by the smoke are, in principle, measured by the injuries suffered by those who breathe it as they themselves perceive them. Solutions based upon market values (whether achieved by the market itself or by some alternative institutional arrangement intended to “mimic” its outcomes) thus tend to “democratize” the process of social choice and preserve the integrity of individual preferences against the element of “paternalism” inherent in centralized policies designed to effect other conceptions of the common good.

But powerful arguments can be marshalled on the other side as well. The personal choices expressed in the market for good health may themselves be the products of an unjust and coercive distribution of wealth. A poor person may be willing to exchange the right to injure his or her lungs for far less than would a citizen of greater means; where this is the case, the market solution systematically values the good health of the wealthy more than that of the poor. There is, too, the obverse of the paternalism problem. Do individuals have sufficient information regarding the effects of pollution upon themselves or the environment in general to make these choices intelligently? Do their decisions take proper account of the interests of those who will in the future inherit an atmosphere polluted for purposes of present consumption? On another level, the policy of efficient taxation in cases of certain enforcement raises a serious problem of equity among the polluting firms. Does the imposition of a regulatory (or punitive) tax made clearly disproportionate by probability scaling unfairly make specific individuals instruments for the achievement of larger social ends? And perhaps most fundamentally, ought “good health” in this sense to be a commodity at all? Should individuals have the right to deal in these effects as they would for chewing gum or scholarly journals, or should the society attempt to make entitlements to good health, 27

27 Ralph Turvey has shown that failure to distribute this tax revenue directly to the injured parties will lead to inefficient reallocation of coal and smoke if free bargaining between the plant and its neighbors were possible. Turvey, On the Divergence Between Social Cost and Private Cost, 30 ECONOMICA (n.s.) 309, 311-13 (1963). This is because the neighbors, if not compensated directly for the costs they have borne, still have an incentive to try to "bribe" the plant to stop polluting the air. But the infeasibility of such negotiations is precisely what necessitates the tax mechanism itself, and thus reallocations of this kind would seem highly unlikely.

28 Thus, writes Professor Posner in his influential treatise, "[it is] no surprise that in a world of scarce resources waste [i.e., inefficient resource allocation] should be regarded as immoral." R. POSNER, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAW 23 (2d ed. 1977).
like those to the franchise or the ownership of one’s own body, universal and inalienable.\textsuperscript{29}

The positive problems associated with implementing the principle of systemically efficient allocation in cases of market failure are no less difficult. Even where all of the external costs imposed involve only physical damage to commodities which are themselves ordinarily traded in markets, and thus where existing market values provide a reasonable basis for the estimation of external effects, the practical obstacles to implementing an efficient scheme of taxation are most formidable. The characterization of efficient allocations requires an immense amount of information regarding the precise values placed upon various resources by many individuals dispersed throughout the community, information which these individuals may or may not be motivated to reveal accurately. As Friedrich Hayek\textsuperscript{30} has eloquently argued, the “marvel” of the market mode of organization is that by protecting the freedom to own and trade property and by decentralizing economic decisionmaking to the greatest extent possible, the market provides every individual with a personal incentive to reveal this information truthfully and the society as a whole with a reliable means by which resources can be continually reallocated toward their most valuable use. But when markets fail to organize individual exchange and the goal of systemic efficiency remains, alternative organizational modes which necessarily centralize allocational decisions must be relied upon instead. These alternative forms, however, are inferior to markets in their ability to allocate efficiently because they are less able to extract the requisite information in useful and timely forms. This is especially so in dynamic, fluid situations where the severity of the externalities may change from day to day in local conditions; compared to market organization, which places primary decisionmaking responsibility in those “at the margin” who are best able to observe and adjust to changing conditions, centralizated allocational schemes are inevitably sluggish and prone to error. Detailed cost information must be collected and transmitted over time and space from the place where it is generated initially to the decisionmaking authority, often in statistical form, and decisions taken centrally then communicated back to the point of origin for implementation, where conditions may have changed in the interim. The manifest potential for error in such a process is magnified when effects are included for which corresponding market values are not readily available (such as those in our pollution example), and remagnified where enforcement is uncertain and the corrective probabilities must be estimated in addition to the external effects themselves.

\textsuperscript{29} Cf. Calabresi & Melamed, supra note 6 at 1111-15 (discussing “inalienability”).

\textsuperscript{30} Hayek, The Use of Knowledge in Society, 35 Am. Econ. Rev. 519, 525 (1945).
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In this light, it seems fair to ask whether the goal of systemic efficiency can possibly be attained in the circumstances which characterize externality relationships in the real world. Certainly tax prices to be levied against individual cost imposers which would just internalize the injuries inflicted upon others by their activities and which, taken together, would effect an efficient level of cost imposition in the aggregate, can be specified with mathematical precision in abstract environments of perfect information. But are there actual or realizable institutional structures which can extract information sufficient to define the relevant prices and organize the vast number of individual transactions necessary to implement these marginal conditions in practice? Moreover, the realities of complex organizational forms of the kind required to achieve efficient central planning compel serious reconsideration of the teleological aspect of the model’s basic analytical postulate. The achievement of an efficient allocation of external effects in the aggregate across a large system presupposes a “visible hand” of extraordinary reach and dexterity. Individual decisions regarding cost and price must be closely coordinated with one another and substantial internal discipline maintained if a centrally administered objective of systemically efficient resource allocation is to be met, no small task for organizational forms in which hierarchical relationships are fragile, decisionmaking diffused, and discretion necessarily widespread. Existing nonmarket structures concerned with the resolution of externality relationships generally do not in fact seek efficient allocation in the aggregate. Such systemic efficiency is neither a feasible nor necessarily a desirable goal of social policy, particularly where probability scaling in the presence of uncertain enforcement would be involved. Those who would argue otherwise bear a heavy burden in showing how, in the absence of markets, the collective decision for systemic efficiency might be made and the degree of coordination necessary to carry it out achieved.

The normative and positive issues raised by this approach to externality relationships are brought into still sharper focus when the external effects are generated by activities designated as criminal rather than by processes of economic production. I have argued elsewhere that the characteristic feature of criminal acts is the element of “moral cost” associated with them, the widely felt sense of outrage created by particular kinds of behavior and accompanying states of mind which distinguish them from other acts which might also entail damage to property or physical or psychic injury to the person.\textsuperscript{31} These moral costs are
primarily borne by individuals with no direct relationship to the offense itself or the parties involved in it. "A consequence of each individual's own sense of right and wrong, [they] reflect the indignation and sense of injustice," one experiences in observing acts which breach established and accepted moral codes of personal behavior. Moreover, it is the offender's act itself and the mens rea which accompanies it which are the source of these costs, and not necessarily the severity of the result or the actual harm done in economic and physical terms. Incompleted attempts and inchoate offenses are thus treated as criminal acts and punished as such regardless of their ultimate outcome, and "victimless" crimes may be understood as activities which generate only indirect moral cost rather than the combination of economic and moral cost which results from offenses in which there is an identifiable direct victim.

It is most important to emphasize the positive nature of the concept of moral cost. Effects of this kind are postulated solely to capture a real social phenomenon whose existence has been reflected in Western attitudes toward crime and punishment for centuries. But to sug-


Mario Rizzo has recently argued that positive analysis based upon notions of moral cost cannot be of any value unless there exists some means independent of the legal process itself by which these costs can be measured. Without such a concept of costs, the economic framework which incorporates these effects cannot be falsified and thus has no empirical content whatsoever. Rizzo, Economic Costs, Moral Costs, or Retributive Justice: The Rationality of the Criminal Law, in The Costs of Crime 257 (C. Gray ed 1979). Professor Rizzo is incorrect in pointing out that the underlying postulate of institutional inquiry, that the criminal process can be understood as a normative mechanism within which externality relationships involving moral as well as economic effects are resolved on a case-by-case basis through the execution of a punishment, cannot be tested by the direct observation of costs and punishments involved in individual cases. Indeed, as he concedes, a very similar problem exists at the core of the neoclassical paradigm as well, and this important common epistemological issue deserves detailed consideration. See text accompanying notes 72-83 infra. But he is very much mistaken in suggesting that this point renders the institutional (or the neoclassical) framework irrefutable or rob's it of empirical value. In the institutional case, it is the very difficulty of ascertaining the extent of moral cost imposed by individual behavior which motivates the analysis and directs attention to an extremely rich source of empirical investigation. The open inquiry is not to measure these effects directly, but instead to examine the organizational forms which are themselves charged with this task and to illuminate the evolutionary process which has shaped their development over a long period of time.

The point of the present essay is that the essentially qualitative nature of these institutional phenomena and the special problems associated with observing and apprehending evolving systems raise fundamental epistemological issues whose implications extend well beyond the investigation of the criminal process itself. My purpose here is only to begin to understand how the most fruitful questions about these structural phenomena might be asked and answered.

31 Adelstein, Negotiated Guilty Pleas, supra note 8, at 787-88.

32 Consider the views in this regard of Morris R. Cohen: We may look upon punishment as a form of communal expression. An individual group, like an individual, needs to give vent to its feeling of horror, revulsion or disapproval. We turn away in disgust at certain uncleanly or unsuitable traits of an individual and exclude him from our company without inquiring as to whether it is within his power to prevent being repugnant. It is one of the functions of the criminal law to give expression to the collective feeling of revulsion toward certain acts, even when they are not very dangerous. . . . There are, of course, various forms and degrees of social disapproval and it is not always necessary to bring the legal machinery into operation. But at some point or other the collective feeling must be embodied in some objective communal act. By and large such expression of disapproval is a deterrent. But deterrence here is secondary. Expression is primary. Such disapproval need not be cruel or take extreme forms. An enlightened society will recognize the futility of severely punishing unavoidable retrogression in human dignity. But it is in vain to preach to any society that it must suppress its feelings. . . .

The retributive theory will explain why it is difficult to repeal penal statutes where no one believes that the punishment will have any reformatory effect on the offender or any deterrent effect on others and consequent diminution of the number of offenses. . . . Yet people will not vote to repeal [such statutes]; for such repeal would look like removing the social disapproval.


Let us not forget that there is always a natural resentment in any society against those who have attacked it. Will people be satisfied to see one who is guilty of horrible crimes simply reformed, and not give vent to the social horror and resentment against the miscreant? It is difficult to believe that any such course would not result in a return to personal vengeance on the part of the relatives or friends of the victim.

Id. at 1013. from our company without inquiring as to whether it is within his power to prevent being repugnant.
creased. But to prescribe such an outcome as “optimal” or socially preferred is to accept as appropriate or desirable the set of social, political, and economic factors which underlie the array of moral costs created by the specific acts of particular individuals at a given moment. As I shall argue further below, neoclassical analysis in this sphere of human activity has been characterized by normative policy prescriptions inconsistent with old and cherished values in the criminal process or by an insensitivity to positive considerations of moral cost which leads to unpersuasive explanations of observed phenomena within it. The institutional approach, in contrast, explicitly accepts the economic and moral costs associated with particular offenses and procedures without normative qualification and attempts to use them solely as a means toward positive understanding of the way in which the criminal process is organized, what functions its various institutions appear to serve, and how this social system has evolved over time. Institutional analysis must therefore be clearly understood as intentionally devoid of prescriptive content or normative evaluation of the phenomena with which it is concerned.

The obvious practical difficulties associated with the measurement of moral cost point to a second area of divergence between the neoclassical and institutional approaches to the criminal process. Moral costs as we have defined them are plainly very hard to quantify and unlikely to manifest themselves as disturbances in market values. That they are hard to measure, of course, is not to deny their existence—but one can go further and argue that without consideration of moral costs, the economic interpretation of the criminal process as a means of externality control through price exaction cannot be sustained. Were the costs associated with criminal activity assumed to be solely economic or material in character, severe punishments observed in cases of crimes which impose little or no material cost or injury could not be satisfactorily explained. But the clearly substantial moral costs imposed upon the direct victim and the society at large by crimes such as rape or kidnapping can be seen within an externality framework as rationalizing the substantial penalties provided for by statute and frequently imposed in practice for these offenses even where the victim has suffered no serious physical injury.

The central role played by individually specific moral costs in the definition of criminal offenses in general and the specification of punishments in particular cases, however, casts grave doubt upon any analysis which characterizes the criminal process as a mechanism designed to achieve systemic efficiency through central planning. The difficulties such a system would face ex ante in gathering sufficient information regarding the costs associated with various offenses and in determining the likelihood of conviction in particular cases—both necessary to specify appropriate punishment prices—are staggering. It is the very difficulty of these problems which is the motivating theme of the institutional analysis. In place of the neoclassical postulation of a centrally administered objective of efficient resource allocation, the institutional approach fixes attention upon the individual act of efficient exchange and interprets the criminal process as an inherently imperfect means to facilitate such exchanges on a case-by-case basis through the ex post facto imposition of a punishment equal to the costs of the offense involved without regard to the systemic variable of conviction probability. In a world in which cost information were freely available to planning authorities and the apprehension and conviction of offenders were certain, the marginal conditions for systemic efficiency would be satisfied by imposition of punishments set precisely equal to the full social cost imposed by their perpetrators alone, and the two approaches would converge to the same result. But in real environments where ex ante information is difficult to obtain and conviction far less than certain, only the institutional depiction is consistent with the observed legal norm of proportional punishment, of fixing the punishment “to fit the crime” in all its particulars without reference to the offenses of others and the burdens they may place upon the administration of justice. As our pollution example suggests, proportional punishment is incompatible with the probability scaling necessary to achieve efficiency in the aggregate where conviction is uncertain. A criminal process which continues the effort to effect individually efficient criminal transactions despite its inability to bring all offenders to account will not provide sufficient incentives to induce systemically efficient levels of criminal activity within its jurisdiction, a failure whose dimension increases as the probability of perfect enforcement falls.

---

34 This argument is a variant of the considerations of wealth distribution discussed in note 18 supra.

35 Even the economic “gedanken experiment” occasionally proposed to estimate the demand for public goods and services would be of no avail in estimating moral costs. Under this procedure, citizens are asked how much they would pay to see a particular good or service, say a new highway or bus route, provided by the government. Individual responses are then summed to produce a social “willingness to pay” for the item which is taken as an expression of demand. In the case of crime, the analogous question would be “How much would you pay to see prevented a crime of type H committed by offender X upon victim Y in circumstances Z?” Assuming that citizens would be able to offer reliable ex ante responses to questions of this form, the answers would then be summed and the total seen as a measure of the total cost, including both economic and moral elements, of the particular offenses involved. But even this hypothetical result would be unsatisfactory because the individual responses would be dependent upon personal income in a way inconsistent with moral costs as we have defined them; a poor man, for example, could not pay as much as a wealthy man to see a particular crime prevented, even if his feelings in this instance were significantly stronger. Income effects of this kind (though clearly not all effects of income and social class) are excluded from the notion of moral cost envisioned here. For a general discussion of the institutional arrangements for the estimation of costs in the American criminal process, see Adelman, Negotiated Guilty Plea, supra note 8, at 793-99.
economic perspective, is to alter incentives" for the purpose of efficient allocation in the aggregate or that the economist's primary concern is with the systemic properties of legal rules and procedures themselves rather than with the mediation of individual externality relationships as they come before the courts. He identifies a principal and critical distinction between the neoclassical and institutional perspectives. Institutional analysis seeks an interpretation of the criminal process consistent both with the historical development of its institutions and the reason for their existence, the resolution of the many-sided externality relationship presented by each criminal case in the unique context within which it occurs. Recognizing the immense informational and conceptual obstacles which confront the neoclassical paradigm, the institutional view does not propose a means by which an detached observer might measure or predict the costs associated with specific criminal behavior for purposes of centralized planning and administration. Instead it offers an analysis of the way in which the disparate and independently motivated components of the criminal process attempt to reckon with these costs for the purpose of effecting individually efficient transactions and how these institutions themselves change over time.

B. Neoclassical Approaches to the Criminal Process: An Institutional Critique

1. The "Pure Neoclassicism" of Gary Becker.—Against this general background, let us turn to a more detailed consideration of these alternative perspectives on the nature and possibilities of criminal justice. We begin with the pathbreaking essay of Gary Becker which, though now over a decade old, remains the best and clearest analysis of these issues within the framework of pure neoclassical inquiry. While we shall have occasion to discuss many of the particulars of this approach in the context of Becker's own work, the essential elements of neoclassical methodology have been suggested earlier; given the institutional structures and organizational forms within which economic activity is carried out, neoclassical thought employs the concepts of optimization and equilibrium analysis in the construction of deterministic models well suited to quantitative prediction and hypothesis testing. Its hallmarks are mathematical specificity and an epistemology which requires the comparison of precise algebraic variables derived from theory with values obtained through the observation and statistical analysis of quantifiable aggregates of human behavior.

In hands less skilled than Becker's, model building of this kind is susceptible to a confusion of the positive and normative aspects of economic discourse; it is often quite unclear whether a particular author means to suggest that a given set of social phenomena is in fact characterized by processes of optimization and equilibration (or can be usefully depicted "as if" it were), or that the common good would best be served if the results of such processes were made the conscious goal of public policy. Much of the power and lucidity of Becker's analysis is a consequence of the clarity with which he defines his own position on this central issue. His analysis is explicitly normative in tone and would, as we shall see, entail significant departures from traditional norms of criminal jurisprudence. From a general and analytically malleable depiction of the social loss which results from crime and society's attempts to control it, Becker derives a set of policy prescriptions which, if implemented, would minimize this social loss. Given the concept of the common good embodied in this loss function, however it might be determined, he asks, "How many resources and how much punishment should be used to enforce different kinds of legislation? ... [H]ow many offenses should be permitted and how many offenders should go unpunished?"

Becker's basic model includes four behavioral relationships which he motivates on positive grounds. The first of these behavioral relations measures the net cost or harm done by criminal activity itself, a social cost which Becker assumes generally rises at an increasing rate with the number of offenses committed. Damages are defined as external effects in the broadest sense and allow in principle for the imposition of moral as well as economic cost upon a potentially large group of individuals not limited to the direct victim of the offense. The "netness" of these costs is important, for they are reckoned in each case not simply as the sum of costs borne by the set of victims, however large or widespread, but are then reduced by whatever pecuniary or psychic satisfaction is realized by the perpetrator from the act involved. Thus, the preferences of offenders and potential offenders are incorporated into the measurement of social welfare directly alongside the preferences of their victims, introducing the possibility of efficient offenses: those whose net social cost is less than zero, either in specific instances of
criminal behavior or with respect to entire classes of cost-imposing activity.

A second relationship concerns the behavior of individual offenders and the deterrent effect of legal sanctions. Here Becker extends the economist's model of rational choice to illegal activity and depicts potential offenders as Benthamite calculators whose decisions to participate in crime are responsive to the suffering they expect to be inflicted upon them in the form of criminal punishment as a result of their choice. He proposes for each offender a "supply function" for offenses relating decreases in the individual's willingness to break the law to increases in either of the components of expected punishment, the probability of apprehension and conviction and the severity of sentence imposed. 41 Summing these individual functions, Becker constructs a composite supply relation in which the instrumental variables of probability and severity of punishment can be employed as tools of policy to vary the overall level of activity within specific categories of offenses.

The concern with systemic efficiency which distinguishes the neoclassical approach is introduced by Becker's two remaining behavioral relationships, which explicitly recognize the costliness of maintaining a mechanism to apprehend, convict, and punish offenders. The first of these cost functions deals with the police and the courts, and argues first that, given a constant level of criminal activity in the aggregate, increments in the a priori probability of apprehension and conviction which face each offender can be achieved only through increased expenditure on police, prosecutorial, and judicial resources; each successive increment of probability, moreover, is assumed to be costlier than the last. Secondly, in order to maintain a given a priori probability, more resources must be devoted to the police and the courts, again at an increasing rate, as the total number of offenders rises. 42 But these
costs are not directly measurable, nor can they be reduced by the police or the courts. The result is a dilemma for the criminal process, for while the police are responsible for apprehending and convicting offenders, the courts are responsible for imposing and enforcing the sanction. The dilemma is compounded by the fact that, as the probability of apprehension and conviction increases, the severity of the sanction also increases, leading to a situation in which the cost of the sanction increases disproportionately to the cost of the apprehension and conviction. This dilemma is not unique to Becker's model, but it is a central concern of his analysis.

41 Here, as with each of the other three behavioral relations, Becker must assign algebraic signs to the derivatives of his functions (i.e., assume the direction in which one variable changes as the other related variables are changed in turn) and defend them on positive grounds. Id. at 42-55. This is required by the mathematics of systemic efficiency; particular signs are a necessary condition for the solution to the optimization problem to locate a point of minimum social loss. While some econometric evidence regarding these occasionally problematic propositions has been offered, see, e.g., Ehrlich, Participation in Illegitimate Activities: A Theoretical and Empirical Investigation, 81 J. Pol. Econ. 521 (1973) (suggesting that increased probability and severity do have a deterrent effect upon offenders), it is worth noting that, because institutional analysis suggests that the concern of the criminal process is the completion of efficient transactions on an individual basis rather than the achievement of systematically efficient resource allocation, strong assumptions of this kind need not be made.

42 While Becker means this cost function to measure the expenditure of financial resources in law enforcement, it is clear that police activity and judicial procedures of various kinds may also impose substantial nonmaterial or moral cost upon the society at large. See, e.g., Adelman, Negotiated Guilty Pleas, supra note 6, at 806-09, 811-27. But Becker's framework is sufficiently general to account for these effects as well, and an extension of the analysis by John R. Harris considers in principle the systemic effects of procedures which might widely be perceived as unfair or improper. Harris, On the Economics of Law and Order, 78 J. Pol. Econ. 165 (1970).

43 Note that this ignores the effect of incapacitation upon the aggregate supply of offenses. See, e.g., J. Wilson, Thinking About Crime 193-94, 225 (1977).

44 G. Becker, supra note 39, at 63-68.
were accepted, and punishment by optimal fines became the norm, the
traditional approach to criminal law would have to be significantly modi-

First and foremost, the primary aim of all legal proceedings would become the same: not punishment or deterrence, but simply the assess-
ment of the "harm" done by defendants. Much of the traditional criminal law would become a branch of the law of torts, say "social torts," in which the public would collectively sue for "public" harm. A "criminal"
action would be defined fundamentally not by the nature of the action but
by the inability of a person to compensate for the "harm" that he caused.
Thus an action would be "criminal" precisely because it results in uncom-
penated "harm" to others. Criminal law would cover all such actions, while tort law would cover all other (civil) actions.45

This is indeed a remarkable passage, particularly from one who himself
has chided economists for their failure to appreciate the robustness of
the economic framework as a source of positive explanation for a vast
range of human and social phenomena. For in arguing that the per-
ception of criminal punishment as a means of compensation would con-
ceptually unify the law of tort and crime and thus "significantly modify" traditional modes of jurisprudence, Becker overlooks both the
close historical relationship between these concepts in the English com-
mon law46 and the impressive power of an economic analysis based upon
notions of exchange and compensation to provide satisfying rationales for important aspects of their subsequent evolution. From its
earliest origins, prior to the Norman conquest, English law has recog-
nized the right of an injured party to some form of personal compensa-
tion from the injurer in rough proportion to the harm done.47

The distinction between tort and crime arose from the further recognition that while the damage resulting from certain kinds of acts was largely
confined to the person of a single individual, other kinds of behavior
were qualitatively different in character in that they imposed cognizable
injury on the community at large as well as upon the direct victim.

45 Id. at 68 (footnotes omitted).
46 See generally C. Becker, supra note 35, at 3-14.
47 See generally G. Becker, supra note 35, at 3-14.
48 Kiralfy has observed:

[Blood feud] strikes us as crude, but it was an advance on indiscriminate slaughter by way of
revenge. It was a form of self-redress governed by rules: a man could not choose what venge-
ance he would exact because this was decided by law. It might be an eye for an eye or a
tooth for a tooth, but it could not be an eye for a tooth.

This regulation of self-redress opened the way to imposing a form of compensation, or
money price, to be exacted in the place of payment in blood. Even in our earliest law a price
is set on life, and in Alfred's day (circa 890) it was unlawful to commence a blood feud until
an attempt had been made to exact that sum.

A. Kiralfy, supra note 47, at 348.
that imprisonment is “mere suffering”30 and thus that expenditures upon it produce no social benefit at all is to neglect the fundamental (and normatively controversial) retributive purpose of criminal punishment, and to preserve, as Becker apparently does, the artificial distinction between retribution and deterrence51 is to ignore the crucial compensatory and allocative consequences of painful sanctions proportioned to the “gravity” of the offense.

Similar issues are raised earlier in Becker, having set forth these behavioral relations, turns to the specification of “optimal” policy in the criminal process. He begins by collecting the social costs variously generated by the offenses themselves, the activities of the police and the courts, and the operation of the penal system into an analytically general measure of the social loss associated with crime and its control. The behavioral postulates posited earlier imply that the magnitude of this social loss depends directly upon three variables which are assumed to be freely manipulable as instruments of public policy: the probability of apprehension and conviction, the severity of punishment imposed, and the mode of applying the criminal sanction.52 Decisions regarding these variables, Becker argues, should be made on the basis of “a criterion that goes beyond catchy phrases and gives due weight to the damages from offenses, the costs of apprehending and convicting offenders, and the social cost of punishment. The social-welfare function of modern welfare economics is such a criterion.”53 and Becker finds it to be the appropriate goal of public policy in this area. Thus, he prescribes that the criminal process select values for: the instrumental variables in order to minimize the social loss function and thereby achieve a systemically efficient allocation of resource to crime and its control.54

30 R. Posner, supra note 28, at 173. See also id. at 169.
31 See Adelstein, Negotiated Guilty Plea, supra note 8, at 792 n.29.
32 Algebraically, the four behavioral relations are, respectively, $D=\exp(-D(0))$, $C=\exp(C(p))$, and $f'=\beta f$, where $D$ is the net social harm due to the total number of offenses; $p$ is the probability of apprehension and conviction and C their associated costs; $f$ is the severity of punishment imposed directly upon offenders; and $f'$ the social costs of punishment. The coefficient $\beta$ varies with the mode of punishment and transforms $f'$ into $f^*$ for fines Becker assumes $\beta=0$, but for all other modes, $b>1$. Then the social loss function is $L = L(D,C,\beta)$ or, since $\beta = 0 (p,D) = L(p,C)$. In light of the discussion in Part A of this Section concerning the great difficulties of extracting information essential to these calculations, it is significant that Becker bases all of his hypothetically precise mathematical results on the simplifying assumption that all costs are measured in real income and that $L$ is the simple sum of these dollar amounts, $L = SD + SC + Sbf$. These further assumptions substantially reduce the model's generality and its sensitivity to issues of moral cost.
33 G. Becker, supra note 39, at 51.
34 Becker's brief discussion of two potential policy alternatives to systemic efficiency, id. at 50-51, is of some interest. Through simple deterrence, which he interprets as setting $p$ very close to 1 and $f$ sufficiently high to exceed the welfare gains to offenders from illegal acts, the level of offenses could be reduced almost at will, but the resource costs associated with these policies might outweigh the social benefits of the deterrence achieved. Of particular interest here is his character-
The resulting "optimal conditions" are best understood by focusing initially upon their most fundamental elements and then considering in turn the complexities introduced by the realities of costly and uncertain enforcement. At the outset, efficient allocation requires that Becker's "case for fines" be accepted and that pecuniary fines be employed in place of more costly modes of punishment wherever feasible. Then, where enforcement is costless and information freely available, conviction of the guilty with perfect certainty becomes possible and the fine assessed in each case would be set just equal to the marginal cost of the crime (the monetary value of the injuries inflicted upon the direct and indirect victims by the offense in question). In this case (and only this case), the punishment sought is the one which "fits" the circumstances of the single offense at bar, without regard to systemic considerations unrelated to the motivations and behavior of the particular defendant involved at the time the crime was committed.55

These more general influences come into play when the costliness of apprehending and convicting the offender are taken into account. Suppose first that while enforcement of the law is expensive, it is still assumed to be perfectly certain. Then Becker would simply add to the marginal cost of the crime itself whatever resource costs are incurred by the police and the courts in the process of bringing the criminal to justice and impose this sum back upon the offender. "In other words, offenders have to compensate for the cost of catching them as well as the harm they directly do, which is a natural generalization of the usual externality analysis."56

While the normative merits of this "natural" policy might be debated even by economists, it raises especially difficult and sensitive questions for the American legal process. On the civil side, certainly, the American practice (unlike the British) of requiring both parties to bear the full costs of their own participation in the process of resolving disputes is quite at odds with Becker's prescription. More significantly, in the criminal context the relationship between the costs associated with various modes of prosecuting and convicting a given defendant and the sentence ultimately imposed in the case lie at the center of the controversy surrounding plea bargaining and have been the source of some anomaly and much discomfort in the Supreme Court of the United States.

In United States v. Jackson,57 the Court indirectly addressed the question of negotiated pleas by striking down a provision of the Federal Kidnapping Act58 which permitted the death penalty to be imposed only upon the recommendation of the convicting jury. The Court stated:

"The inevitable effect of any such provision is, of course, to discourage assertion of the Fifth Amendment right not to plead guilty and to deter exercise of the Sixth Amendment right to demand a jury trial. If the provision had no other purpose or effect than to chill the assertion of constitutional rights by penalizing those who choose to exercise them, then it would be patently unconstitutional."59

The Court concluded, however, that in this instance the government might have had another legitimate purpose in mind, namely mitigating the severity of the death penalty by commending the decision to the trial jury. But "[t]he purpose of the death penalty must be heightened, rather than intentional; the question is whether that effect is unnecessary and therefore excessive."60

Implicit in the Court's opinion is the suggestion that the practice of plea bargaining, the procedure by which the vast majority of criminal convictions were (and are) obtained, might also be "patently unconstitutional."61 Relative to conviction by guilty plea, the full trial procedure is cumbersome and quite costly, and the American criminal process had by 1968 come to rely extensively upon negotiated pleas as a practical way of dealing with immense case loads, given limited human and material resources.62 But the only way such pleas can generally be induced (and the exercise of the right to trial deterred) is for the courts to offer something of value to defendants in return; this can be done by threatening systematically harsher sentences for defendants who insist upon a trial.

56 Id. at 62.
59 390 U.S. at 581.
60 Id. at 582 (citations omitted).
61 Indeed, there were suggestions at the time that Jackson had soured the death knell for the negotiated plea. See, e.g., State v. Forcella, 52 N.J. 263, 269, 245 A.2d 181, 184 (1968), rev'd, 403 U.S. 948 (1971), on remand sub nom. State v. Forcella, 60 N.J. 60, 285 A.2d 55, cert. denied, 408 U.S. 942 (1971). The Court's argument in Jackson was anticipated in Note, United States v. Jackson: The Possible Consequences of Impairing the Right to Trial by Jury, 22 Rutgers L. Rev. 167 (1967).
But the trial procedure is not the only source of cost which the defendant might impose upon the state. Whenever the defendant invokes a statutory right to appellate review of a conviction, the state is forced not only to bear the costs of contesting the appeal but, should the attack be successful, to retry the defendant (or negotiate a guilty plea) or abandon its prosecution of the case. Just as in the plea bargaining situation, the exercise of this right of appeal can effectively be deterred by the threat of a more severe sentence for those whom the state must recoup after a successful appeal. In *North Carolina v. Pearce,* however, the Court reinforced the *Jackson* rationale by holding this practice unconstitutional. "It ... would be a flagrant violation of the [due process clause] for a state trial court to follow an announced practice of imposing a heavier sentence upon every [re]convicted defendant for the explicit purpose of punishing the defendant for his having succeeded in getting his original conviction set aside." Whether the appeal succeeded on constitutional or other grounds. The Court further noted that while it "has never held that the States are required to establish avenues of appellate review, [it] once the state chooses to grant such a right it is "without right to . . . put a price on an appeal. A defendant's exercise of a right of appeal must be free and unfettered. . . . [I]t is unfair to use the great power given to the court to determine sentence to place a defendant in the dilemma of making an unfree choice." Yet when the Court did confront the question of negotiated pleas squarely in *Brady v. United States,* it ignored the implications of *Jackson* and *Pearce* and upheld the general practice of plea bargaining in its most common forms. Citing the "mutuality of advantage" which the bargaining process offers to prosecutor and defendant as the source of its widespread incidence, the Court distinguished *Jackson* and found no constitutional bar to plea negotiations where defendants are competently advised by counsel and there has been no extraordinary pressure "overbearing the will of the defendant."  

---

63 Where appellants are without the means to pursue review, of course, the state must also bear many of the costs which would ordinarily fall upon them. See, e.g., Douglas v. California, 372 U.S. 333 (1963) (state may not condition the appointment of counsel for indigent appellants upon a preliminary determination of the merits of the appeal); *Griffin v. Illinois*, 351 U.S. 12 (1955) (state must pay the costs of providing necessary trial transcripts for indigent appellants).  
65 Id. at 723-24.  
66 Id. at 724.  
67 Id. (quoting *Worcester v. Commissioner*, 370 F.2d 713, 718 (1st Cir. 1966)).  
69 The inconsistency of negotiated pleas and the language of *Pearce* was suggested in *Note, The Unconstitutionality of Plea Bargaining*, 83 HARV. L. REV. 1387, 1402-03 (1970).  
70 397 U.S. at 752.  
71 Id. at 750.  
72 "Of course, that the prevalence of guilty pleas is explainable does not necessarily validate those pleas or the system which produces them." *Id.* at 752-53.  
73 404 U.S. 257 (1971).  
74 *Id.* at 260.  
75 In *Bordenkircher* v. Hayes, 434 U.S. 357 (1978), for example, the Court considered the propriety of a prosecutor's threat to reindict a defendant under the state's habitual offender statute should he refuse the offer of a negotiated plea. Although the prosecutor's right to invoke this statute under state law was not challenged, and there was sufficient evidence to support the indictment, the issue was posed in terms of prosecutorial "vindictiveness," suggested by language in *Pearce*: "Due process of law, then, requires that vindictiveness against a defendant for having successfully attacked his first conviction must play no part in the sentence he receives after a new trial." 395 U.S. at 725. In upholding the defendant's sentence of life imprisonment under the recidivist statute after his insistence upon a trial, the Court said: [We have] emphasized that the due process violation in cases like *Pearce* . . . lay not in the possibility that a defendant might be deterred from the exercise of a legal right, but rather in the danger that the State might be retaliating against the [accused] for `awfully attacking his conviction. To punish a person because he has done what the law plainly allows him to do is a due process violation of the most basic sort, and for an agent of the State to pursue a course of action whose objective is to penalize a person's reliance on his legal rights is intolerable in any constitutional. But in the "give-and-take" of plea bargaining, there is no such element of punishment or retaliation so long as the accused is free to accept or reject the prosecution's offer. 434 U.S. at 363 (distinctions omitted). The distinction the Court is attempting to draw here is clearly a very dubious one, for it has chosen the wrong hypothetical defendant upon which to base its analysis. It is, of course, not the defendant who accepts the offer who is retaliated against in the plea bargaining situation; it is those, like Hayes, who refuse the offer and are sentenced accordingly after trial who must pay the penalty for exercising their rights. There is no inducement to plead guilty without the example of the Hayeses to place before recalcitrant bargainers. The Court itself seemed to recognize the futility of distinguishing *Pearce*, for it is soon conceded that "by tolerating and encouraging the negotiation of pleas, this Court has necessarily accepted as constitutionally legitimate the simple reality that the prosecutor's interest at the bargaining table is to persuade the defendant to forgo his right to plead not guilty." *Id.* at 364. In dissent, Justices Blackmun and Powell argued that this tactic was precisely the sort of "vindictiveness" forbidden by *Pearce*. But the time for these arguments was in *Brady*, not *Bordenkircher*; once the plea bargaining system has been constitutionally upheld, as the majority implies, it cannot be denied the single procedure which makes it work. Here again, one sees that the real issue is submerged and implicit, for what makes Hayes' case so poignant and motivates the citizens' passion is that his life sentence was triggered by the pitting of a bad check for less than $50. This may indeed be a miscarriage of justice, but if it is, the real issue is in the harshness of the recidivist statute itself, an issue which was not raised in the case, rather than in the bargaining tactics of the prosecutor.
the Court and the American criminal process remain committed to negotiated pleas as the overwhelmingly predominant mode of criminal convictions. Moreover, as Chief Justice Burger suggests, the obvious reason for this reliance is not inconsistent with the language of Jackson. For in that case the Court did not hold that all procedures designed to deter the exercise of the right to trial were constitutionally forbidden; rather, the central question is whether a particular procedure "is unnecessary and therefore excessive." The Court appears persuaded, not without reason, that where the fulfillment of the constitutional guarantee of a day in court for every defendant would dramatically increase the economic claims of criminal justice upon scarce social resources, "the promise must be tempered if society is unwilling to pay its price." One suspects that were the criminal process someday to be as threatened with suffocation by potential appellants as it has been by prospective trial defendants, the procedures condemned in *Pearce* would become as "necessary" as those sanctioned in *Brady*. But despite the narrow focus upon physical resources which motivates Professor Becker's "natural" policy in questions of this kind, it is clear that something of real value would be lost, and that real social costs would be borne should such a result come to pass.

It is when the final simplifying assumption is relaxed and apprehension and conviction of offenders becomes uncertain as well as costly that the most serious potential conflict between deeply held values in the criminal process and Becker's specification of "optimal" policy becomes apparent. As the pollution example shows, when the enforcement of corrective taxation is uncertain and polluting firms are presumed to be neutral toward risk, a systematically efficient level of polluting activity in the aggregate can be achieved by adjusting the probability and severity variables such that every polluter is faced with an expected tax just equal to the external cost associated with its own activity. When the probability of enforcement is very low, the requisite tax necessarily becomes very high relative to the actual injury which the individual polluter has imposed. In this way, the unfortunate few who are forced to represent their untaxed fellows are made the instruments through which all members of the polluting group are encouraged to limit their cost imposition to efficient levels.

Two years after Bordenkircher, the Court, over the vigorous dissent of four of its members, upheld a similarly applied recidivist statute against petitioner's claim that the imposition of a life sentence after three convictions for property offenses involving a total of $230 was grossly disproportionate and thus in violation of the eighth amendment. *Rummell v. Estill*, 445 U.S. 263 (1980).
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would generally prescribe a very similar policy toward criminal offenders, and while the considerations of equity raised by this neoclassical approach are serious even on the civil side, they become much more compelling in the criminal context, even more so because they would be the intended result of purposeful central planning.

Consider first a case in which offenders are assumed to be risk neutral; that is, their decisions to engage in illegal activity are the same whether they anticipate a certain punishment of severity P which represents the full social cost imposed by the offense or an uncertain punishment whose expected value is also P, regardless of the particular product of probability and severity which create the expectation. If the "case for fines" prescribed by Becker is accepted, then the policy which minimizes the costs of enforcing an efficient level of criminal activity in the aggregate is to set the probability of conviction arbitrarily close to zero and the severity of punishment correspondingly very much greater than the actual costs of the individual offense. This is because the social costs of punishment by fine are assumed to be almost nil; increases in severity are thus essentially costless while increments in the probability require substantially greater public expenditures. For Becker, such a Draconian policy should be pursued with even greater vigor if offenders are presumed to be risk averse, differentially more deterred by an uncertain punishment with expected value P than by a

ful, and, it being alleged that his prosecution of the attack was half-hearted, put before a firing squad the following year for dereliction of duty. It was this incident which prompted Voltaire's famous remark in Candide: "Dans ce pays-ci il est bon de tuer de temps en temps un amiral pour encourager les autres" ("In this country it is thought well to kill an admiral from time to time to encourage the others").

80 More precisely, at the optimum $f = \frac{D' + C'}{b_p}$, where $D'$ and $C'$ are the marginal cost of the offense itself and the marginal amount expended upon apprehension and conviction, respectively, and $e = \frac{1}{\epsilon_i} = \frac{C'}{D'}$, the elasticity of aggregate offenses with respect to severity. If the social loss function is to be minimized at this punishment, $e_i$ must be less than one (that is, a one percent increase in severity must induce a smaller than one percent decrease in offenses) and $e_i$ must also be smaller than $e_p$, the elasticity of offenses with respect to probability. This last condition implies that the crime rate responds more to small increases in $p$ than to small increases in $f$, and that offenders as a class are risk-preferers at the optimal values of $p$ and $f$. See G. Becker, supra note 39, at 52-53.

81 Id., at 53, 63-68. See also R. Posner, supra note 28, at 167-69.

82 Where punishment is by imprisonment, the costs associated with the penal system require $p$ to be increased somewhat and $f$ to be correspondingly reduced; the magnitude of this shift depends on the relative costs and the increments of $p$ and $f$. It seems likely, however, that once a threshold probability of apprehension is achieved, successive increments in $p$ become ever costlier, while at the same time the severity (in terms of the actual suffering imposed upon the offender) of a given length of punishment can be increased relatively cheaply by overcrowding prison facilities and reducing the quality of services offered to inmates. Where these conditions obtain, the result in the text is generally preserved even where imprisonment rather than fine is the mode of punishment.

83 *See also* *Bordenkircher*, supra note 29, at 224-29 (1979).

84 See notes 26-29 and accompanying text supra.

85 One is reminded here of the unfortunate English admiral John Byng, who was sent with an inadequate force to lift the French siege at the naval base at Minorca in 1756. He was unsuccessful.
The Uniform Crime Reports of the Federal Bureau of Investigation [UCR] report that 3,052,200 burglaries were committed in the United States during 1977, of which 16% resulted in the arrest of a suspect. Of those arrested, 73% were prosecuted, with 75% of these cases ending in a conviction on the charge of burglary or some lesser offense. On the basis of these figures alone, the a priori probability of apprehension and conviction which confronts a potential burglar would appear to be approximately .088, just under one in eleven. But careful studies of victimization have consistently demonstrated that the true incidence of criminal activity in the United States is several times that reported in the UCR, the National Opinion Research Center estimates that the incidence of burglary across the nation is three times the UCR rate, and that in Chicago, for example, only one burglary in five is reported to the police. If underreporting at the national rate is incorporated into the calculations, the relevant probability is decreased by two-thirds to roughly .029, almost one in thirty-four. For larcenies, by far the most common UCR offense, the results are similar; the FBI reports 5,905,700 offenses, with an a priori conviction probability of .136, just under one in seven. But the victimization surveys suggest a real incidence twice the UCR figure, reducing the likelihood of conviction to .068, about one in fifteen.

In Illinois, where Professor Becker lives, burglary is a Class 2 felony, punishable by imprisonment for a term of one to twenty years, while larceny, a Class 3 felony, carries with it a term of one to ten years. Given risk neutrality among offenders, these punishments would be divided by the appropriate probabilities to create an expected value just equal to the costs imposed by the offense, inducing illegal behavior at a systemically efficient rate. In the case of burglary, this scaling would impose sentences of from 34 to 690 years on the one offender in thirty-four actually convicted, and the present statutory limit of 20 years would be imposed upon an offender whose crime would, in an environment of perfect certainty, result in a sentence of seven months. For larcenies, the sentencing range would be 15 to 147

---

83 Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 310 (1972) (Stewart, J., concurring).
84 G. BECKER, supra note 39, at 53-54. The efficient level of offenses in the aggregate is likely to be somewhat greater in this case as well.
85 Of the FBI's six index crimes (excluding auto theft, for which complete figures are not reported because of the unusually high incidence of juvenile offenders), burglaries accounted in 1977 for some 31% of all reported offenses and 21% of all convictions, while larcenies comprised 59% of reported crimes and 62% of successful prosecutions. See generally FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS FOR THE UNITED STATES (1977) (hereinafter cited as UCR).
86 Becker himself suggests that at the moment the decision to commit an offense is made, offenders in general show a preference toward risk. See J. KAPLAN, CRIMINAL JUSTICE 610-12 (2d ed. 1978).
87 Guilty Plea, supra note 8, at 796-99, and Adelstein, Informational Paradox, supra note 9, at 283-89.
88 I am aware of no evidence of any kind which suggests that the ultimate probability of apprehension and conviction is a factor influencing the legislative establishment of criminal penalties.
89 UCR, supra note 85, at 23-24. One-third of the arrests for burglary involved juveniles, and for purposes of discussion I have assumed that they are prosecuted and convicted at roughly the same rate as adults.
91 Id. at 610.
92 Id. at 612.
93 UCR, supra note 85, at 27-29.
94 J. KAPLAN, supra note 90, at 610.
95 ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 38, §§ 19-1(b), 1005-8-1 (Smith-Hurd 1973)
96 Id. §§ 16-1(63), 1005-8-1.
years for the unlucky one in fifteen brought to account, with a theft imposing the equivalent of eight months in social cost translated to, under this scaling, the present maximum sentence of 10 years.97

That such a sentencing scheme would come under severe attack for the disproportionality of the penalties it would impose seems beyond question. The idea that criminal punishments should stand in reasonable proportion to the social injury for which the individual offender is responsible has been a principle of elementary justice underlying the Anglo-American criminal process for hundreds of years.98 Indeed, those who argue against proportional punishment on normative grounds most often do so because they believe it is inappropriately retributive and produces sentences which are unduly harsh.99 In the United States, a provision requiring criminal punishments to be proportioned to the gravity of the offense is incorporated in the constitutions of nine states.100 And in almost all of the rest, the state's highest court has explicitly acknowledged that disproportionately severe sentences cannot be reconciled with a constitutional prohibition of cruel and unusual punishments.101

The public consensus against punishment disproportionate to the individual's crime is well illustrated by the Supreme Court's own views on this matter. Seventy years ago, the Supreme Court in Weems v.

97 For the remaining four index offenses (again excluding auto theft), similar calculations based upon the UCR, note 85 supra, and J. Kaplan, note 90 supra, yield the following probabilities (the associated scale factors are given in parentheses, assuming reporting rate of unity in the case of murder): aggravated assault (.141 (7.09)); murder (.352 (2.84)); rape (.257 (17.5)); robbery (.084 (11.9)).

98 See, e.g., H. Hart, Punishment and Responsibility 25 (1968):

"Long sentences of imprisonment might effectually stamp out car parking offenses, yet we think it wrong to employ them . . . . The guiding principle is that of a proportion within a system of penalties between those imposed for different offenses where these have a distinct place in a common sense scale of gravity . . . . Where the legal gradation of crimes expressed in the relative severity of penalties diverges sharply from this high scale, there is a risk of either confusing common morality or floating it and bringing the law into contempt."

On the venerability of the principle, see A. K محل, supra note 47, at 348-49.

99 An example is Professor Hart, who is skeptical of the value or morality of the "backward looking" or retributive nature of proportional punishment. For him, punishments designed to address events in the "dead past," as opposed to those which "look forward" to the future conduct or development of the offender, are, in Plato's words, "like lashing a rock." See H. Hart, supra note 98, at 161-73.


ing throughout the American criminal process. It is thus worth noting that

except possibly for political prisoners in totalitarian states, prisoners in American penitentiaries serve the harshest sentences in the world. In 1974, only 2 percent were serving less than one year; 24 percent were serving sentences of one year to 4.99 years; 74 percent were serving sentences of five years to life. Under sentence of death were 700 persons. No other country in the world imprisons as great a proportion of the population as we do, and the length of sentence for an offender in the American criminal justice system is several times longer than that of his counterpart anywhere else in the world.113

Where probability scaling would multiply even these sentences many times over and so plainly distort the principle of proportionality, it seems clear that the normative case for systemic efficiency as the primary organizing principle of American criminal justice would need to be made very persuasively indeed.

Whatever controversy might be occasioned by these policy arguments, much of the clarity and power of Becker's essay derives from its firm and unapologetic normative stance. Still, prescriptive analysis without a view towards its eventual adoption as public policy is a singularly empty exercise, and thus some brief consideration of the practical problems involved in effecting systematically efficient resource allocation in the criminal process seems in order. One such problem lies in the otherwise elegant mathematical specificity of the sentencing and expenditure policies Becker proposes, precision which is largely due to the characterization of social welfare solely in terms of real income and the general exclusion of moral costs from the analysis.114 But the informational obstacles to the implementation of even this simplified and less general notion of efficiency remain most daunting. When the costs imposed by individual offenses and the probability and costliness of apprehension are assumed to depend upon the unique circumstances surrounding them, the requisite specification of particular efficient punishments ex ante is plainly impossible. The alternative is the grouping of offenses, and perhaps classification of offenders as well, into categories for which these costs and probabilities are held to be roughly equal and for which uniform, mandatory penalties would be prescribed. As I have argued elsewhere,115 such a scheme would require the acquisition of a great deal of information regarding rates of deterrence within the various classifications and the ex ante estimation of the costs to be expected from the offenses involved and would, even in the best of circumstances, result in errors of potentially substantial

magnitude in specific cases.116

But even if these groupings could be made and reasonably accurate cost information obtained, there would remain the problems of coordinating the necessary appropriations for police, courts, and penal facilities and, most importantly, of ensuring that the required sentences would in fact be imposed as they had been specified. The difficulties of administering centrally determined policy in large organizations even when hierarchical structures and command relationships are clearly defined are substantial enough, but they would be vastly complicated in the American criminal process, with its constitutional separation of decisionmaking powers and the pervasive discretion-to-resist central direction vested in officials ranging from police dispatchers to Supreme Court Justices. The values of the two principal instrumental variables in the Becker analysis, the probability of apprehension and conviction and the severity of sentences imposed, are both the products of an extremely complex set of interrelated decisions, coordinated only in the very loosest ways, and made by individuals and groups in all three branches of government whose motives and purposes are often at odds. A criminal process which could even begin to establish and implement these values through central planning and direction would appear very different from that which we know, and more than a little threatening. That the conflicts of purpose and dispersal of power which characterize the American criminal process exist by constitutional design suggests not only that the degree of discipline necessary to administer systemic efficiency would be all but impossible to achieve in practice, but that the concentration of power it would entail would perhaps be seen as an evil far greater than that which it was meant to overcome.

Even this brief critique suggests that Becker's analysis suffers from a kind of tunnel vision, that fundamental elements and problems at the core of the criminal process are attenuated or excluded from view by the narrow focus upon static optimization within a framework of systemic efficiency. Yet it would be a serious error to fault Becker for this; in his work we see the neoclassical paradigm at its very best, imaginatively applied by a scholar of consummate skill and intellectual integrity. It is the very quality of Becker's craft which exposes the essential limitations of neoclassical analysis and epistemology as ways of illuminating the nature of the criminal process and its place in the larger mosaic of social life.

As I have shown, Becker is concerned neither with the structure or development of legal institutions as such nor with organizational form within the criminal process and the constraints that such organization

113 J. KAPLAN, supra note 90, at 503.
114 See note 53, supra.
115 Adelstein, Informational Paradox, supra note 9, at 290-91.
116 At least in capital cases, moreover, the errors in individual cases which necessarily result from mandatory sentencing procedures have rendered them unconstitutional. See the discussion of Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280 (1976) in Adelstein, Informational Paradox, supra note 5, at 295-96.
might impose upon the behavior or decisionmaking ability of its participants. Instead, he takes these elements as given and seeks to specify equilibrium marginal conditions for the "optimal" resolution of externality relationships within this exogenous environment. The products of the analysis are thus a set of algebraic variables, which, if applied consistently to individual cases as they arose over time, would direct the criminal process toward a state of systemically efficient equilibrium given the constancy of the exogenous factors and "preferences."

The primacy of optimization and equilibrium in neoclassical thinking, the exclusive focus upon quantifiable outcomes and mathematical specificity, and the reliance upon deterministic prediction as the sole test of scientific value reflect a distinctive Newtonian view of social theory, "built into modern economics by its founders, who, on the testimony of Jevons and Walras, had no greater aspiration than to create an economic science after the exact pattern of mechanics."

The precision inherent in the ideal of optimization and the sense of "natural" coordination and balance implied by equilibrating systems, moreover, lend the neoclassical paradigm an undeniable and powerful aesthetic quality. And it may well be this aesthetic element which explains the remarkable tenacity of a mode of analysis in which the theoretical models become ever more arcane and ever more divorced from commonsense notions of human capacities and behaviors. But the beauty and purity of the neoclassical approach come at too great a cost. Potentially rich and illuminating sources of observation are ignored or condemned as "soft," and the range of human experience is reduced to econometrics—the statistical manipulation of numerical data collected in environments assumed to be filled with "noise" and normally distributed errors of observation. Systematically excluded from consideration are analysis of historical evidence and the close observation of qualitative features of social organization, particularly when interpretation on the part of the observer is required. The thrust toward quantification extends even to the already limited class of economic phenomena called "costs and benefits," forcing welfare effects whose allocational importance within economic systems is conceded but which cannot be easily measured or predicted to become, from this epistemological point of view, attenuated almost to the point of nonexistence.

Human welfare thus tends to be equated for positive pur-

poses with expressions of dollar value, and attention is directed toward observation of algebraic variables as such rather than the ways in which institutional mechanisms must be evolved in systems of exchange to address the problem of evaluating "nonquantifiables" where their measurement in some form is essential to the operation of the system itself.

The recognition of these imperatives by some economists and the resulting methodological reorientation toward these qualitative issues of form in the organization of exchange has just begun to bear fruit in the inquiries of Alchian, Williamson, and others into the nature of business firms and industries. A shift of this kind is essential in the study of legal systems, and this is particularly true for examination of the criminal process, where the central empirical phenomena are not the precise outcomes of individual transactions themselves, but rather the institutional structures which frame these individual exchanges and enable them to be carried out in changing environments. Indeed, the criminal process is just this evolving complex of organizational forms, rules, and procedures affected through statutes and judicial opinions that are responsive to historical precedent and manifestly subject to differing interpretations. If the fundamentally economic nature of this process is to be understood, moral effects which resist quantification must be given their due, and the task of explanation must be freed from the burden of deterministic prediction.

In an extremely rich and penetrating critical study, Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen has argued that the attempt to construct an economic science by analogy to classical mechanics has misleadingly narrowed the admissible range of economic phenomena to those which, like the Newtonian variables of displacement and velocity, are "quali-

117 The pioneering work of two distinguished modern scholars most often seen as representing opposing schools of economic thought, Paul Samuelson and Milton Friedman, has epitomized this epistemological position and provided the theoretical basis upon which much of the neoclassical edifice has been built. See P. SAMUELSON, FOUNDATIONS OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS (1947); M. FRIEDMAN, The Methodology of Positive Economics, in ESSAYS IN POSITIVE ECONOMICS 3 (1953).

118 N. GEORGESCU-ROEGEN, THE ENTROPY LAW AND THE ECONOMIC PROCESS 1 (1971). Cf. W. JEVONS, THE THEORY OF POLITICAL ECONOMY 21 (4th ed. 1911) (arguing that "economics, if it is to be a science at all, must be a mathematical science" and defining the discipline itself as "the mechanics of utility and self-interest").

119 Professor Michelman adopts the similar view that deterministic prediction of specific out-
tyless and ahistorical.”122 The neoclassical view sees quantities, prices, incomes, and levels of output123 as central and mathematically related to one another in systems in which all change is necessarily quantitative and, in principle, fully reversible simply by a reversal of the forces which determine them. Consider, for example, a ball tossed into the air which, after a time, returns to rest: at just the point from which it was thrown. In Newtonian terms, the “before” and “after” snapshots of this physical system are identical. A description of the system consisting of the position, velocity, and energy of the ball will be precisely the same in the instant after the ball comes to rest as in the instant before it began its journey; it is wholly unresponsive to events which might have occurred in the interim. The ball may simply have gone straight up and come back down again, or it may have bounced once or twice on a floor or ceiling, or it may have been caught in midair and thrown back by another person. But because events of this kind have wrought no quantitative change in the physical parameters of the system, they have been “forgotten” by it. There is no place in this descriptive scheme for qualitative information about the ball’s “history” because in general there is no need for it, and so it is lost.

In the neoclassical perspective, economic processes are seen in just this way. The unyielding quantification of economic information and the conflation of economic relationships into mechanistic systems of simultaneous equations leaves no room for the observation or analysis of qualitative development in economic systems. The scientific vision of Frank Knight, although nearly fifty years old, still dominates the discipline:

For if it is in the intrinsic nature of a thing to grow and change, it cannot serve as a scientific datum. A science must have a “static” subject-matter; it must talk about things which will “stay put”; otherwise its statements will not remain true after they are made and there will be no point to making them.124

But as our present economic difficulties make painfully clear, economic systems simply will not “stay put,” nor do they “forget” the events in their past. The remedy prescribed by Keynes to reduce unemployment during the Great Depression, the stimulation of aggregate demand through governmental expenditure financed by public debt, proved universally effective through the Depression and the Second World War because his theoretical analysis had so perceptively captured the underlying economic relationships in the Western industrial nations (including Germany) at the time. His theory, moreover, was perfectly reversible in the sense we have just described; policies which were appropriate in depressed and deflationary times could equally well be applied in reverse to the problems of “overheated,” inflationary economies. From the Keynesian model of macroeconomic equilibrium came the hope of “fine tuning”—taming the business cycle through precise and timely fiscal measures designed to ameliorate the periodic fluctuations in national income and the human misery which accompanies them. But the sad experience of the last decade has been that Keynesian policy which has worked well in one direction apparently cannot be successfully applied in the other, especially in democracies characterized by dispersed concentrations of authority. Political constraints make the unpopular remedies of increased taxation and reduced public expenditure extremely hard to implement, and even where they are available, remedial policies can often be frustrated by anticipatory or adaptive behavior on the part of individuals and firms who, like the policymakers, have also read their Keynes.

The problem, of course, is not that Keynes was “wrong” but that the economic systems which he so brilliantly described fifty years ago no longer exist. The “mixed” Western economies of 1981 are vastly different from those of 1930, due in no small part to the application of Keynesian policies themselves; it would plainly be idle to suppose that this great political and economic transformation could be significantly undone and the pre-Keynesian world of 1930 restored.125 Popular perceptions of the relative roles and responsibilities of individuals and government in economic affairs have shifted dramatically. The economic and social character of production has been radically altered as individual firms have grown in size and power and markets become truly international in scope and domestically less competitive. Inherently unpredictable technological advance and a fluid political environment have restructured basic industries and created entirely new ones. The distinguishing feature of all macroscopic social changes of this kind, as well as those which occur on a smaller scale specifically within the legal system, is that they are fundamentally qualitative and historical in nature. They are the results of irreversible dynamic processes which are neither optimizing nor equilibrating, and it is precisely these features which place the changes beyond the grasp of mechanistic analysis.

But how is change of this kind to be systematically apprehended and understood? Georgescu-Roegen’s critical insight is that all social

122 N. GEORGESCU-ROEGEN, supra note 18, at 4.
123 In Becker’s analysis of the criminal process, the analogues of these three variables are, respectively, the probability and severity of punishment, the dollar value of the social loss due to crime, and the aggregate level of criminal activity. G. BECKER, supra note 39, at 42.
124 F. KNIGHT, THE ETHICS OF COMPETITION 21 (1933).
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environment would be very different for those creatures which have evolved to become horses and those which have become frogs. The uniqueness of these unfinished histories of novel evolutionary response to unforeseeable environmental change suggests that the condition of ceteris paribus, the indispensable ingredient of controlled experiment and predictive hypotheses, is of little value in the study of evolutionary processes. We can observe a continuing process of evolution only once, from its midst rather than its end, and we are unable to abstract it from its history. In this important sense, "other things" can never be made "equal." The evolutionist must learn from the qualitative comparison of evolutionary responses, not the quantitative prediction of them.

The process of change within legal systems reflects these essential characteristics; it is manifested in qualitative forms of organization, rules, and procedures, and the particular shape it takes is largely determined by the historical experiences contained in precedent and by the peculiar development of basic institutions. To cite one example to which I shall return, where criminal caseloads increase and the resources required to handle them are limited, the responses evolved by various legal systems can be expected to differ in important ways which reflect the histories and institutions of the systems themselves. Thus, the American devices of plea bargaining and substantial prosecutorial discretion and the German analogues of Strafsverfahrt and Opportunitätsprinzip are indeed qualitatively different forms,12c and close attention must be paid to the reasons for, and effects of, these differences. But evolutionary analysis based upon notions of economic exchange also makes clear that different forms may serve many of the same purposes and arise for many of the same reasons, and much can be learned from this as well.

The casual metaphor of an "evolving law" has, understandably, long been a comfortable one for lawyers and legal scholars. Yet, as I shall argue throughout the remainder of this essay, careful evolutionary analysis of legal institutions based upon an explicitly economic view of their nature and purpose can be much more than mere metaphorical discussion. It is important that the limitations of such an inquiry, particularly with respect to the problem of deterministic prediction, be clearly articulated and appreciated. But these considerations by no means vitiate the explanatory power of models of legal systems as mechanisms of economic exchange in which new procedures and organizational forms are continuously evolved in response to a constantly changing exchange environment. That such an approach has the potential to open rich and significant new areas of legal scholarship will, I believe, become manifest.

126 N. GEORGESCU-ROEGEN, supra note 113, at 4. Georgescu-Roegen is by no means the only economic thinker to suggest the appositeness of the analogy between economic change (or social change in general) and evolutionary processes in the domain of the life sciences. See, e.g., F. HAYEK, Degrees of Explanation, in STUDIES IN PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS, AND ECONOMICS 3, 11-14 (1967); F. HAYEK, The Theory of Complex Phenomena, in id. at 22, 31-36; Veblen, Why is Economics Not an Evolutionary Science? 12 Q.J. ECON. 373 (1898). In the present essay, however, a more direct debt is owed to the pioneering but difficult and long neglected work of John R. Commons, who perceived the individual transaction as the essential integrating unit of economics, ethics, and law, and who explicitly saw both courts and moral codes as evolutionary mechanisms in which "working rules to dominate and organize the transactions in changing environments are continuously developed and refined. See supra 2 supra. It might fairly be said of Joseph Stiglitz that his misfortune is to write at the same time as Keynes, at a moment when the world was understandably more concerned with the economics of depressions than with the economics of legal systems. A contemporary review which imparts the flavor of Commons' thought and method is Mitchell, Commons on the Legal Foundations of Capitalism, 14 AM. ECON. REV. 240 (1924). Commons was strongly influenced by his own teacher, Richard T. Ely, who had studied with Karl Knies and Wilhelm Roscher in Heidelberg during the latter part of the nineteenth century. Knies and Roscher were among the leaders of what has come to be called the "German Historical School" of social science, which stressed the fundamental inseparability of economics, politics, and history as social disciplines and the evolutionary and organic character of social systems. See generally J. HERBST, THE GERMAN HISTORICAL SCHOOL IN AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP (1965). The continuing vitality of this rich tradition is seen not only in the institutional writing of Commons' intellectual descendants but in the scientific insight of Friedrich Hayek as well.

127 N. GEORGESCU-ROEGEN, supra note 118, at 62.

128 Georgescu-Roegen's own work reflects this view: Many have argued that [the classification of living things is impossible] because in the domain of living organisms only form (shape) counts and shape is a fluid concept that resists any attempt at classification. Some have simply asserted that form cannot be identified by number. . . . Yet a simple proposition of the theory of cardinal numbers vindicates the gut of all these intuitive claims. It is the proposition that the next higher cardinal number mathematics has been able to construct after this: of the arithmetical continuum is represented by the set of all functions of a real variable, i.e., by a set of forms. Clearly, then, form cannot be numbered.

Id. at 77 (emphasis in original) (citations omitted).

129 Id. at 114-27.

allocation of resources as the organizing principle of the criminal process, and he attempts to explain the development of observed forms on the basis of a hypothesized tendency of law and legal procedure to gravitate toward systemically efficient results. As opposed to the institutional view, which identifies the completion of individually efficient criminal transactions without regard to the probability of conviction as the motivating theme of the criminal process, the purposes which Posner ascribes to criminal justice would demand that the punishments actually inflicted upon offenders be far greater than the costs imposed by their acts so as to reflect the characteristic and irreducible uncertainty of apprehension and conviction in systems such as ours. But while the institutional position is supported first by the observed norms of proportional punishment and individualized sentencing tailored to the circumstances of the single case at bar and second by the informational feasibility of such policy in a decentralized system of case-by-case adjudication, no such empirical basis can be adduced for the Posnerian alternative of systemic efficiency through the probability scaling of punishments. Indeed, insofar as these values are incompatible with the demands of systemic efficiency, Posner is forced to argue his case entirely by indirection and, like Becker, to ignore, or accept without qualification, the consequences of his economic arguments when they would be in obvious contradiction to established norms of criminal justice. Beyond this, the ascription of systemwide organizing criteria confronts Posner with questions of information gathering, communication and coordination of decisionmaking, and organizational discipline very similar to those raised in the context of Becker’s model, none of which Posner deals with satisfactorily.

These difficulties are compounded by the striking and highly artificial absence of moral effects from Posner’s otherwise lawyerly arguments regarding crime and criminal justice. In his zeal for “hard” economic analysis, Posner seems at times to forget just what it is he is discussing and uncritically adopts the narrowest possible interpretation of external costs in this most inappropriate of contexts. His implication that what cannot easily be measured in dollar equivalents can safely be ignored trivializes the central moral dimension of the criminal law and robs his account of all traces of the lawyer’s intuition. Posner accepts these two neoclassical artifacts, a presumed teleology of systemic efficiency and the suppression of moral cost, as virtues and is thus led to offer complex, almost tortuous rationales for phenomena which are much more simply and satisfactorily explained in terms of case-by-case price exactation based upon the full extent of social cost, both economic and moral, associated with individual criminal offenses. Finally, despite the clear evolutionary tone of his work, Posner insists upon prediction, and here necessarily qualitative prediction, as the final arbiter of scientific value. He must therefore regard specific, well established

---

131 Professor Posner’s impressive bibliography contains several essays which deal entirely or in part with various aspects of the criminal law and procedure. See, e.g., Ehrlich & Posner, An Economic Analysis of Legal Rulemaking, 3 J. LEGAL STUD. 257 (1974); Landes & Posner, The Private Enforcement of Law, 4 J. LEGAL STUD. 1 (1975); Posner, An Economic Approach to Legal Procedure and Judicial Administration, 2 J. LEGAL STUD. 399 (1973). These and other works are collected and summarized in his text, R. Posner, supra note 28, especially at 163-78, 421-27, and citations here will be to this volume. Posner’s subsequent discussion of the idea of retribution in primitive law and society is based upon the systemic efficiency framework developed in these earlier works, and can tellingly be criticized in terms of the arguments of this section. See Posner, Retribution and Related Concepts of Punishment, 9 J. LEGAL STUD. 71 (1980).

132 Posner admits as much by stating: [While the normative role of economic analysis in the law is . . . an important one, the positive role—that of explaining the rules and outcomes in the legal system—is, in this writer’s view, even more important . . . Many areas of the law, especially—but by no means only—the great common law fields of property, torts, crimes, and contracts, bear the stamp of economic reasoning.]

R. Posner, supra note 28, at 18

133 See, e.g., id. at 18-19, 179-85, 415-17, 467-74.

legal doctrines which do not conform to the hypothesized efficiency objective as "puzzling" or "anomalous"\textsuperscript{135} because neither his account nor the evolutionary models derived from it allow for the persistence of "mistakes" of this kind,\textsuperscript{136}

In common with both Becker and the institutional approach, Posner begins with the efficient offense and the problems involved in identifying and encouraging it. But his rejection of moral externalities as an explanatory tool leads him immediately into artificiality in discussing the magnitude of criminal penalties and creates some initial confusion as to whether his analytical intent is positive or normative. Even where apprehension and conviction are certain, he argues, fixing the punishment price just equal to the direct economic damage caused by an offense would merely make the potential offender indifferent between engaging in the criminal activity and refraining from it. In the case of some crimes, however, "the law's purpose in prohibiting the act in question [is] to channel the activity into the market, i.e., the arena of voluntary transacting,"\textsuperscript{137} and so the punishment facing the offender must be somewhat greater than the economic cost associated with the act in order to provide the requisite increment of deterrence. Still, the existence of efficient offenses and the desire not to discourage them requires that the sanction not be so severe as to deter all potential offenders. For Posner, these two objectives can, in principle, be reconciled by setting the punishment price for a given offense equal to the sum of the act's economic cost \textit{per se} and the costs incurred in bringing the culprit to justice.\textsuperscript{138} In one stroke and without resort to moral effects, Posner thus provides a justifiable for Becker's "natural" policy of forcing offenders to bear the costs of their prosecution\textsuperscript{139} and develops a tentative rationale for the existence of criminal punishments clearly greater than the economic costs associated with the offenses involved.

But some doubt creeps even into this world of perfect enforcement. If the purpose of the law were indeed to tip the balance of indifference toward restraint in cases of intentional cost imposition, and the vehicle for achieving this goal were the addition of marginal enforcement costs to the economic damage caused by the offense in assessing penalties,

\textsuperscript{135} Posner's description of these "anomalies" is by now well known:

Why, then, are some apparently efficient transactions forbidden in the name of morality? No court would enforce [a wife's] contract [a leap on her husband's funeral pyre]. No court would enforce Shylock's contract with Antonio. No court would enforce a voluntary contract to become another's slave. A convicted criminal is not permitted to substitute a lashing [for a prison sentence] even if he showed that the cost savings to the state [are substantial]. These examples are puzzling from an economic standpoint.


\textsuperscript{137} R. Posner, supra note 28, at 165.

\textsuperscript{138} Id. at 166.

\textsuperscript{139} See notes 57-77 and accompanying text supra.

\textsuperscript{140} R. Posner, supra note 28, at 89-90. Elsewhere, however, Posner has termed this same result an "anomaly" and criticized it as "highly inefficient." Posner, The Economic Approach to Law, 53 Tex. L. Rev. 757, 765 (1975). But the fault Posner identifies in the American rule is not that it provides less than effective deterrence of the cost-imposing activity itself, as his argument here would suggest, but instead that it encourages inefficient frequent litigation after the breach of contract rather than less costly settlement procedures. See Posner, An Economic Approach to Legal Procedure and Judicial Administration, 2 J. Legal Stud. 359, 428 (1973).

\textsuperscript{141} 395 U.S. 711 (1969), discussed in notes 64-77 and accompanying text supra.
consistent objective of efficient probability scaling. Finally, through a mechanism whose details are left unexplained, and despite strong historical evidence and explicit legal norms to the contrary, the teleology of systemic efficiency must be seen to have shaped the most basic institutions of criminal justice over the entire millennium of their evolution. And at the end of all this, Posner is left with a distinction between the criminal and civil processes which is commended to us largely because it eviscerates the former of its entire moral content.

As purely normative propositions, Posner forthrightly accepts three of Becker’s principal results: the “case for fines” based upon the postulate that no social benefit whatsoever is associated with imprisonment;142 the superiority of efficient probability scaling over unscaled price exaction in the presence of uncertainty;143 and the further argument that, given the costliness of increments in probability relative to increases in fines, the “optimal system” ought to drive probabilities arbitrarily close to zero and fix penalties accordingly far beyond the costs of the offense without regard to proportionality.144 His task is to transform these positions from normative policy to positive description without resort to moral effects, an endeavor which, he concedes, meets with only mixed success.

Some aspects of the law fit quite nicely into this framework. Thus, we are told,145 premeditated murder is punished more severely than murder committed in passion not because it is seen by the community as more blameworthy (and thus the source of greater moral cost) than impulsive killing. In either case, the victim is equally dead and the social costs imposed are therefore identical. Instead, the difference in penalties reflects what Posner sees as a legislative presumption that the premeditated killer will be able to conceal the act and escape conviction more effectively than will one who acts in a fit of rage.146 Because the probability of conviction in the former case is smaller than in the latter, the statutory penalty for those cold-blooded murderers who are actually convicted must be correspondingly greater so that all killers, regardless of intent or premeditation, face the same expected penalty for their homicides.

Other parts of the law, however, are not so easily explained. The practice of imposing harsher penalties upon repeating or habitual of-fenders, for example, might simply be seen as an expression of greater social hostility toward those whose criminal careers show a continuing willingness to flout the law.147 But for Posner, this aspect of sentencing remains a “puzzle” because “[in an ordinary competitive market people are not charged higher prices just because they have bought the same product previously.”148 In the same way, he cannot see why inchoate offenses, such as uncompleted attempts, are subject to the criminal sanction at all: “[W]hy should such an offender be punished when his conduct, because thwarted, imposes no costs?”149

The source of this puzzlement, of course, is the view that only economic costs, those directly manifested in injuries to objects with well defined market values, are cognizable elements of the criminal transaction. Moral costs, for reasons Posner never makes clear, are entirely excluded from positive analysis. But Posner’s normative perspective is even narrower than this, for unlike Becker, he would recognize in defining efficient offenses only those elements of value derived from cost-imposing activity by the offender which are reflected in the ability to pay for economic goods at market prices. Thus, in a truly striking passage, he writes:

[A] fundamental point is that where a crime is committed by an individual who cannot afford to pay a money judgment equal to the social costs of his crime, the criminal act cannot be said to be socially cost-justified even if the criminal is willing to incur noneconomic costs from imprisonment that are equal to those social costs. The economic concept of value is based on willingness to give up something of value to others rather than on willingness to suffer pain or deprivation that confers no benefit on anyone else. The thief who wants an automobile but cannot pay for it cannot be said to value the car more than its owner no matter how much he is willing to suffer for his crime. Mere suffering is not a productive act that establishes a claim on social resources.150

The implications of this argument are worth pursuing, as an example chosen by Posner himself will illustrate. Suppose Hamilton, a wealthy person, loses his way in the woods and, after three days without food or water, enters an unoccupied cabin to steal $15 worth of provisions. Hamilton is duly prosecuted for theft and is fined $25, a sum which covers both the cost of the stolen goods and the state’s expenses in prosecuting the case and which is transferred into the state’s general revenue fund. Hamilton professes himself quite satisfied, since the $25 is, for him, a small price to pay for having avoided the threat of starvation, and for Posner, the outcome is “cost-justified,” precisely the

143 R. POSNER, supra note 28, at 171.
144 Id. at 167.
145 Id. at 174.
146 This assertion is, of course, quite untenable. To test it, one would have to know how many cold-blooded murderers and impulsive killers escaped conviction so that the two probabilities could be calculated and compared. But in cases where there is no conviction, all that can be known is that someone has been killed; there is no way to determine whether the killer was premeditated or not. For a further discussion of this example see notes 167-254 and accompanying text infra.

147 Note that this is a positive rather than normative assertion. Cf. note 75 supra (discussing Bordenkircher v. Hayes, 434 U.S. 357 (1978)).
148 R. POSNER, supra note 28, at 172.
149 Id.
150 Id. at 173.
result which demands that the fine itself be set no higher than it was.\textsuperscript{151} The next case on the docket concerns Jefferson, Hamilton's (apparently incompetent) guide, who has committed precisely the same offense but is too poor to pay the $25 fine. So Jefferson is sent to jail for ten days, after which he admits that he too would do it again if the necessity arose because the jail term, though unpleasant, was much preferable to the alternative of starving. But in Posner's view, this result is not "cost-justified" because Jefferson, unlike Hamilton, does not have the means to pay the dollar value of the goods involved and the price exacted required to distinguish efficient from inefficient offenses must therefore be achieved through some different means, such as imprisonment. Now this may or may not be sound economics (I would argue strongly that it is not), but as ethical theory, it would appear to distinguish right from wrong solely on the basis of personal wealth and thus certainly leave much to be desired.\textsuperscript{152} It would, moreover, be surprising indeed if positive analysis were to reveal that the character of fundamental institutions of criminal justice had been wholly determined by pecuniary considerations of this kind.

Yet this is precisely the position Posner takes. Once the "case for fines" has been accepted as a descriptive proposition, "the heavy reliance in all criminal-justice systems on nonpecuniary sanctions, predominantly imprisonment\textsuperscript{153} is clearly suboptimal and must therefore be explained. Posner does this by asserting that "the costs of collecting fines rise with the size of the fine\textsuperscript{154} and that the insolvency of most offenders requires that other modes of imposing the criminal sanction be devised.\textsuperscript{155} Returning to the normative, however, Posner argues that because imprisonment is a large consumer of social resources, "[i]f we must continue to rely heavily on the sanction of imprisonment, there is an argument for combining heavy prison terms for the convicted criminal with low probabilities of apprehension and conviction.\textsuperscript{156} Posner is apparently untroubled by the disproportionality of the penalties he would thus prescribe but, like "[m]edieval thinkers [who] were worried about this problem,"\textsuperscript{157} he is concerned about the existence of an upper bound to the practical severity of punishment: "But if there is an upper bound . . . , then crimes of different gravity may carry an equivalent penalty, and this could lead to inefficient results.\textsuperscript{158}

Had Posner's discussion of the criminal process ended here, his readers might be excused for thinking that he had conceded the positive weakness of his position and thus intended his analysis to be taken as normative. But his subsequent discussion of organizational form in the civil and criminal processes demonstrates otherwise,\textsuperscript{159} because his attempt to explain the observed reliance upon private enforcement in the civil case and public prosecution in the criminal one is explicitly based upon the assumption that criminal punishments are in fact probability scaled for purposes of systemic efficiency.

Once again, a distinction between crimes and civil wrongs that is grounded in the existence of moral cost would provide a simple but satisfying rationale for this structural variation.\textsuperscript{160} In the case of torts and breaches of contract, for example, the external effects involved are all but exclusively economic in nature and concentrated upon a single direct cost bearer. This generally allows the full extent of cost imposed to be ascertained despite the expense of litigation through individual suits brought by private, self-interested plaintiffs. But the dispersal of moral costs over a multiplicity of cost bearers forces the criminal process toward a different mode of organization. While the aggregate moral cost of a given offense may be substantial, the cost borne by single indirect victims is generally too small to induce the large number of individually costly private suits which would be necessary for reasonably complete cost internalization. Public enforcement in this situation is thus very much in the nature of a class action and, as we have seen, the punishment imposed upon convicted offenders is characteristically a public good which serves as a kind of restitution to the large class of moral cost bearers.\textsuperscript{161}

But here too, analysis of this sort is not open to Posner. Instead, he examines an alternative to public organization in the criminal process in which the police and public prosecutor are replaced by private "enforcement firms," bounty hunters who would undertake to capture of-

\textsuperscript{151} See id. at 166.
\textsuperscript{152} Posner has argued at length that an ethical system in which "[t]he only kind of preference that counts . . . is one that is backed by money" is an appropriate and desirable normative theory of law. Posner, Utilitarianism, Economics, and Legal Theory, 8 J. LEGAL STUD. 103, 119 (1979).
\textsuperscript{153} R. Posner, supra note 28, at 167.
\textsuperscript{154} Id. It should be noted in passing that this unsupported assertion is not the same as the milder one upon which Posner actually relies, that many offenders are unable to pay pecuniary fines equal to the economic damage caused by their acts.
\textsuperscript{155} "Since water cannot be squeezed out of a stone, imprisonment must continue to be used for indigent offenders, who predominate in theft and in crimes of violence." Id. at 169. But Posner's argument that nonpecuniary sanctions have in fact been evolved as a response to this problem of indigency requires the further demonstration that crimes punishable by imprisonment (or torture) have always been generally the province of the insuperably, a proposition which he neither states nor proves. Moreover, there appears to be no room in this analysis for the observation that many persons who could indeed afford the requisite fines are sent to prison nevertheless.
\textsuperscript{156} Id. at 170.
\textsuperscript{157} Id. at 171.
\textsuperscript{158} Id.
\textsuperscript{159} The arguments discussed to this point appear in a chapter entitled The Criminal Sanction and Criminal Law, id. at 163-78. The procedural issues, however, are treated later, id. at 461-74.
\textsuperscript{160} Addelstein, The Moral Costs of Crime, supra note 7, at 241-42.
\textsuperscript{161} See text accompanying notes 49-55 supra.
fenders and who would, if successful, be compensated by private judgments against offenders equal to the fine imposed by the court plus the costs incurred in the hunt. Posner argues that where systemically efficient expected punishments are properly effected through low probabilities of conviction and extremely severe fines, the purpose of efficient allocation would be frustrated by such a policy's encouragement of overinvestment in the "enforcement industry." This might occur in two ways. Most directly, the prospect of collecting the necessarily large fines might induce too many private enforcers into the chase; this would clearly raise the probability of conviction beyond Posner's prescribed levels. Moreover, the risk of enormous fines might itself deter so many potential offenders that the scale of the enforcement industry would be reduced. This would lead to an increase in the average expenditure per offender in the industry and, through it, an inefficient rise in the probability of apprehension and conviction. In either case, the high fine which was designed to minimize enforcement costs would erroneously be perceived by firms as a signal to step up their enforcement activities and would be self-defeating. But where the optimal probability of conviction is unity, this problem disappears. The fine in this case is unscaled and so represents only the true social costs of the offenses involved. Increases in fines would thus be properly interpreted by firms as shifts in the demand for enforcement, and their increased expenditures would be efficient responses to this increased demand rather than inefficient upward pressures upon a probability already equal to one.

Such an argument, if accepted, might indeed have normative appeal; where optimal probabilities are close to unity, private enforcement will suffice to allocate efficiently, but where they are low and penalties accordingly very severe, keeping the probabilities down requires public enforcement not subject to the pressures of profit maximization in markets. But Posner relies upon this argument to explain the distinction between private and public enforcement procedures and thus between civil and criminal wrongs themselves. This requires not only that he argue positively for efficient probability scaling in the criminal process, but further that: the fundamental distinction between torts and crimes is (and has always been) that "with very small resources devoted to apprehension, the probability of apprehension tends to be much less than one [for crimes] and to approach one [for torts and breaches of contract]." With the considerable weight of historical evidence and observed legal norms against the first of these propositions and the experience of everyday life against the second, Posner is able to offer only his own intuition in their support. We are asked not only to assume vast powers of coordination and discipline in the criminal process directed toward an objective which is entirely unspoken and boldly at odds with established values of proportionality, but to believe as well that all tortfeasors are easily identified and sued, that once served with process they admit liability freely, and that once judgment is entered against them they are eager to satisfy it. In exchange for our credulity, we are offered a panorama of the law, both civil and criminal, which totally suppresses its moral values and elevates the maximization of cash value to the position of the legal system's sole raison d'être. This seems a steep price to pay for an economic theory of law in any case, but the existence of an alternative explanatory framework which does not share these faults makes it unnecessary as well. For the remainder of this essay, then, I turn my attention specifically to this institutional alternative and the empirical and epistemological problems associated with it.

III. Epistemological Problems in the Institutional Framework

A. The Generation and Testing of Hypotheses

1. General Considerations.—At the core of the institutional paradigm is the perception of the criminal process as a system of economic exchange per se, addressed to the resolution of the particular kind of externality relationship created by criminal behavior within a framework of individual entitlement and personal sovereignty. Given the institution of private property, relationships of cost imposition in the case of ordinary economic goods are generally mediated by a long chain of interdependent individual exchanges which organize the transformation of primary resources into finished goods and which, in competitive markets, result in the equation of price and marginal cost. At every link in this chain, those who would buy a good are confronted with a purchase price which encodes the precise sum of all the costs borne by every person who has played a part in creating that particular good and

163 Posner also discusses the potential for bribery inherent in such a scheme. Id. at 465-67.
164 Id. at 467-69.
165 Id. at 468.
making it available to the purchaser. Subject to individual income constraints, potential buyers bear the final responsibility for deciding whether or not the good is to be transferred to them, and determine for themselves whether their taking of the good would provide personal profit or satisfaction greater than the full cost of production as reflected in the purchase price. The essential element of this decentralized allocational mechanism is the purchase price, which serves simultaneously as an instrument of "deterrence" and "retribution." Those to whom transfer of the good is inefficient in this sense are discouraged by the requirement of payment from taking ownership of it; indeed, where all potential buyers are deterred in this way, production of the good must be reorganized so as to consume fewer resources or be abandoned altogether. But those professing willingness to make good the resource costs imposed by their enjoyment of ownership are in fact required to satisfy the claims to restitution of those who bear the costs. Exaction of the purchase price from these buyers is both a guarantee of the efficiency of the transfer and a means by which each participant in the production process is eventually compensated in full for the costs suffered in contributing to it.

It is precisely this principle of simultaneous deterrence and retribution which characterizes the resolution of externality relationships in the criminal process, which seeks to reconcile the satisfactions of criminal behavior with the widely dispersed material and psychic injury that such activity inflicts. This reconciliation is effected through the exaction of a punishment price in each case meant to reflect the full extent of cost associated with the act involved. The application of a cost-proportioned sanction thus completes a multilateral transaction initiated by the offender's imposition of economic and moral cost upon a large group of cost bearers, including the members of society at large as well as the immediate victim of the act. Like its market analogue, this mechanism places the ultimate responsibility for distinguishing efficient from inefficient cost imposition on the offender, the potential "purchaser" of the criminal entitlement, who is the only reliable judge of the satisfaction to be derived from the act and whose decision can be based upon the cost information encoded in the punishment price attached to the contemplated behavior. Where the costs imposed exceed the satisfaction of the act, the price serves to deter the inefficient transfer of the entitlement to the offender. But when the offender believes otherwise, that judgment of efficiency is tested by the public exaction of a price which, as I have argued, produces retributive value generally sufficient to compensate moral cost bearers "in kind" for the injuries they have suffered.

167 See text accompanying notes 42-52 supra.

168 As I have noted elsewhere, the compensatory aspects of the criminal process seem primarily directed toward the elements of moral cost, and thus largely toward the class of indirect victims.
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Criminal Process

The wide incidence of costs over a multiplicity of cost bearers is a characteristic of criminal activity which is shared by ordinary economic consumption. The contributions of vast numbers of people separated by great distances are required to produce each orange or automobile and direct it to the consumer. Nevertheless, if property rights are sufficient to ensure that all transactions are made voluntarily and the goods involved have essential qualities that are independent of the identities of particular buyers or sellers, efficient allocation of these resources can generally be achieved in free markets with competitive prices; this is the "marvel" of market coordination to which I have already alluded.169

But these favorable conditions for market organization do not exist in the case of criminal cost imposition. The nature of criminal entitlements is highly individualized and sensitive to the conditions under which they are transferred; the identities of offender and direct victim and the circumstances of the offense are variables which largely determine the actual costs imposed by specific kinds of behavior. Moreover, although each of us is aware of the general existence of crime and conduct our daily lives so as to expose ourselves continually to the small risk of victimization, participation of the direct victim in the criminal transaction at the moment it occurs can hardly be deemed voluntary. While neither of these conditions alone is sufficient to frustrate market organization, their concurrent existence, together with the dispersion of moral costs, presents an all but insuperable barrier to the development of markets in criminal activity.

This failure of markets to organize the efficient transfer of criminal entitlements requires that task to be achieved, if at all, by alternative and endemically less efficacious allocational devices. Although in the although the actual punishment imposed upon a given offender may also reflect the economic cost borne by the direct victim and thus full internalization of the external effects involved might occur. Where a criminal act imposes substantial physical or economic injury, a private cause of action in tort is generally created at the same time. But these claims must be pursued separately from the criminal proceedings, and the costs involved in such actions make them a practical rarity. As a result, while the offender may be forced through the punishment price to bear the full costs of the illegal act, the element of economic cost borne by direct victims may remain uncompensated without still further institutional arrangements to effect recovery. In the United States, this problem has been approached in recent years by the enactment of "victim compensation" insurance schemes administered by the state. See generally Adelstein, Negotiated Guilty Plea, supra note 8, at 792 n.29.

169 See text accompanying note 30 supra.

170 In the limiting case in which costs are perfectly individualized but only two parties are involved in the externality relationship, a situation of bilateral monopoly exists and an efficient solution is generally possible through free bargaining. With respect to involuntary transactions, while it is clear that few workers would accept employment at any price which would lead immediately to certain death or serious injury, policemen, firemen, construction workers, miners, and many others voluntarily consent to a small but significant probability of death or injury on the job every day, a risk for which adjustments in the wage rate provide compensation.
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market mode voluntary and self-interested behavior can be relied upon to bring cost imposer and cost bearer together and enforce the price exaction, the criminal process must resort to coercive and costly instruments of apprehension, adjudication, and punishment. Where competitive pressure would impel the price of homogeneous goods toward a single value which precisely measures the costs imposed by consumption and effectively communicates this information to those who need it, the individualized values of criminal entitlements necessitate some procedure of *ex post facto* "objective" price estimation which makes *ex ante* identification of efficient transfers by potential offenders highly problematic. Given only the protection of property rights by formal or informal codes of conduct, markets appear to evolve spontaneously as a consequence of the search for mutually advantageous exchange and require only the barest minimum of supervision. But where markets fail, the organizational forms which must be substituted for them are inevitably more cumbersome and less responsive creatures, requiring ever more complex administrative arrangements as they increase in size. As the example of the American criminal process makes clear, however, the costly imperfections inherent in these alternative institutional structures effect no change in the fundamental purpose of the thwarted market organization: maximization of individually efficient transactions, given the costs of organizing the exchange mechanism. Beyond this, as the environment within which exchange must be conducted changes to the detriment of this purpose, the exchange mechanism appears to adapt in response to the new conditions so as to allow the continued completion of individual exchanges. Thus, in the American criminal process, as the number of exchanges to be organized grows beyond the capacity of existing forms to organize them, we observe the gradual replacement of costly trials with cheaper plea bargains as a mode of exacting the punishment price and a concurrent attempt by the appellate courts to balance the economic savings involved against the moral costs imposed by the relaxation of procedural safeguards in the new mode.\(^{171}\) As the perception of costs imposed by specific criminal behavior becomes increasingly refined and discriminating, we observe the development of *ex ante* sentencing standards as a response to the informational paradox which results from extreme individualization in the pricing of criminal entitlements after the fact of the offense.\(^{172}\) In this way, the interrelated institutions of criminal justice are seen as a continuously evolving structure which permits a particular kind of economic exchange to be organized where markets, for well defined reasons, would fail to do so.

But however satisfying this interpretive framework might be, it raises a serious epistemological question because the existence of the compensating price exaction which lies at its center cannot be verified independently of the framework itself. I have argued that the criminal process is confronted by two essential problems, the extraction of information regarding the costs associated with specific behavior and the imposition of an equivalent punishment price upon the offender, tasks motivated by the inability of market organization to gather this deeply impacted information, encode it in an efficient price signal, and complete the price exaction through voluntary exchange. An independent test of the assertion that the criminal process was in fact performing this role would require first that an external observer be able to measure the costs imposed by a particular act without reference to the outcomes of legislative or judicial processes and then, given the implicit rate of exchange between costs and punishments, to compare them with the price exacted from the offender to determine if they were equivalent. But it is clear that the same environmental factors which conspire to defeat the market would also frustrate our independent observer and render this direct empirical procedure fruitless. As a result, the attempt at equation of punishment price and cost imposed—the very foundation of the institutional analysis—must be postulated rather than demonstrated by experiment. Given this apparent softness in the institutional bedrock, it is reasonable to ask how one might determine whether the analysis itself is "correct." What kinds of relevant observations can be made of the criminal process, and how is this evidence to be marshaled in support of the evolutionary framework?

Indeed, upon close examination the problem seems only to worsen, for the logical structure of institutional argument is seen to consist of three distinct kinds of statements, only one of which is subject to direct observational confrontation and verification. At the core of the analysis is the postulate of price exaction itself; the characterization of the criminal process as a mechanism for the collection of information and the completion of exchange. This "fundamental proposition," not subject to empirical confirmation, introduces the central analytical concepts of cost, price, and exchange and sets forth the basic principle around which further arguments are to be organized. But stated in this way, the proposition is impermissibly elastic because there is no pattern of outcomes in the criminal process which could be used to refute it. For example, were we to observe all offenders subjected to identical punishments regardless of the quality or details of their behavior, the analysis could rationalize this result without fear of empirical contradiction by arguing that all crimes in this system imposed an equal measure of social cost. In just this way, any observed distribution of punishments could be explained by reference to the fundamental proposition simply by assuming the appropriate values of associated costs. Of course, this problem is not unique to the institutional

\(^{171}\) See text accompanying notes 8-13 *supra* & 241 *infra*; see generally Adelstein, *Negotiated Guilty Plea*, note 8 *supra*.

\(^{172}\) See generally Adelstein, *Informational Paradox*, note 9 *supra*. 
perspective. As I have shown, the neoclassical approach often can only postulate the costs attendant to a certain course of conduct; indeed, from that perspective some costs—especially moral ones—are functionally excluded.

If such a framework is to have any empirical content at all, the scope and generality of the fundamental proposition must be limited by some further set of particulars. More precisely, these “primary hypotheses” must specify the nature of the costs involved in the exchange process in greater detail and thereby exclude some logically possible characterizations of them from consideration. Only when the fundamental proposition has been supplemented in this way can empirically meaningful “secondary hypotheses” be formulated on the basis of it and confronted directly with evidence which might refute them. Moreover, like the fundamental proposition itself, the set of primary hypotheses generally cannot be evaluated by direct observation; the empirical value of a given primary hypothesis is tested solely by its “subjective” appeal to the intuition and the “objective” correspondence between the secondary hypotheses which flow from it and observed phenomena in the system under investigation. The process of hypothesis generation in the institutional framework is thus necessarily comprised of three steps: the postulation of the fundamental proposition, the amplification of this postulation by primary hypotheses motivated by intuition or introspection but not subject to immediate empirical evaluation, and only then the development of secondary hypotheses which are tested directly against observation.

Two now familiar examples will serve to illustrate this procedure. In the first case, we begin with the fundamental proposition of price exaction and add the primary hypothesis that the costs imposed by criminal behavior, as opposed to that which is merely tortious, contain both a widely dispersed moral element and an economic component largely concentrated upon the direct victim of the act. While this distinction between crimes and torts may well be an appealing one, it seems clear that it is ultimately an intuitive definition which cannot be “proved” independently of argument within the price exaction framework itself. But as I have shown, this primary hypothesis allows us to explain, on the basis of the fundamental proposition, both the observed differences in the structure of the civil and criminal processes and the persistence of traditional modes of inflicting visible suffering which continue to characterize criminal punishment. If we adopt the further (and again untestable) primary hypothesis that the costs associated with illegal behavior are highly individualized and sensitive to the specific circumstances of the offense, we can foresee the inability of ex ante pricing of criminal entitlements to reflect their true value with acceptable accuracy and the development of pricing procedures which do not fix the precise punishment until the offense has been committed can be expected. Where this individualization becomes highly refined, the resultant informational paradox will necessitate some amelioration of purely ex post facto pricing so that potential offenders are given an opportunity to evaluate the efficiency of their contemplated cost imposition before they act.

In both these cases, the qualification of the fundamental proposition by the primary hypotheses enables identification of specific ways in which environmental conditions might frustrate the operation of the criminal process as an exchange mechanism, and we can therefore anticipate some structural response to the organizational failure. But the essentially qualitative nature of the phenomena encompassed by the secondary hypotheses clearly robs the “predictions” involved of mathematical precision. For any given source of organizational failure, there will generally exist a range of qualitatively different responses, all of which might adequately speak to the problem in practice. Informational paradox, for instance, might alternatively be addressed by legislatively defined sentencing standards applied at the judicial stage, by mandatory sentencing statutes, by procedures of appellate sentencing review, or by some combination of these devices. The secondary hypothesis that individuals seeking efficient exchange within the criminal process will direct the process toward some structural response to the paradox does not single out any feasible adaptation as “optimal” or require a particular one to dominate or persist indefinitely.

But even though the range of phenomena consistent with a given secondary hypothesis may be wide, it is never infinite, and the framework retains significant empirical value because there are clearly conceivable phenomena which lie outside the range of admissibility and whose existence, therefore, could be used to refute the secondary hypothesis. For example, since the free flow of cost and price informa-

---

175 See text accompanying notes 49-52 supra.
176 See text accompanying notes 10 & 11 supra.
177 An example of the way in which qualitatively different procedures might all provide a satisfactory response to the informational paradox is offered by the Supreme Court's approval of the similar but not identical capital sentencing procedures of Florida, Georgia, and Texas in Proffitt v. Florida, 428 U.S. 242 (1976), Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976), and Jurek v. Texas, 428 U.S. 262 (1976). Moreover, different structural responses may be more or less efficacious depending upon the nature of the offenses (and offenders) involved. Both these issues are discussed in Adelstein, Informational Paradox, supra note 9, at 291-96.
178 Cf. F. Hayek, Degrees of Explanation, supra note 126, at 8-16.
marginal unit of consumption adds a positive but diminishing increment of personal satisfaction, an untestable proposition which can be supported only by appeal to introspection or intuition. It is only from this combination of fundamental postulate and primary hypothesis that the secondary hypothesis, testable in principle by direct observation of individual behavior, that ceteris paribus the consumer's purchases of a particular good will decrease as the price of the good rises, can be derived.

An especially important feature of the three-tiered structure in both the institutional and neoclassical contexts is that the fundamental proposition which organizes the entire inquiry need not be abandoned simply because a particular secondary hypothesis is refuted by observation. In the case of demand theory, for instance, the primary hypothesis of diminishing marginal utility also implies the secondary hypothesis of risk aversion, the prediction that a rational consumer will always prefer a certain prospect of a given value to an uncertain one with an equal or somewhat greater expected value in order to avoid the risk involved in the latter. It is just this argument, in fact, which is generally taken to explain the institution of risk spreading through insurance. But we certainly do observe some behavior to the contrary: state lotteries, capital markets, and other forms of legal and illegal gambling which continue to attract their share of participants. Must we conclude that this apparently common behavior is "irrational"? Not at all, argues the neoclassicist. For such cases we need only adopt a different (and equally untestable) primary hypothesis, that marginal utility increases with consumption. Where this condition obtains, the consumer displays risk preference and rational maximizing requires that actuarially fair, and even slightly unfair gambles be preferred to the associated certain outcomes.

It cannot be denied that argument of this kind, whether neoclassical or institutional, can be frustratingly elusive and unduly prolong the life of empirically unsatisfying but logically defensible analytical schemes. But that possibility remains an irreducible element of the three-tiered structure of (at least) these two forms of economic analysis, and means that the choice between competing paradigms must be based, to perhaps an uncomfortable extent, on subjective or even aesthetic grounds. Where a given observation can be rationalized within

179 See text accompanying notes 21-26 supra. I should reemphasize the positive character of argument of this kind.

180 The hypothesis of diminishing marginal utility also forms the basis for the prescriptive utilitarian argument for progressive income taxation. For a spirited attack on the hypothesis in this context, see W. Blum & H. Kalven, The Uneasy Case for Progressive Taxation 56-63 (1953).

more than one such explanatory framework, only the subjective plausibility of the unverifiable fundamental propositions and primary hypotheses involved, their correspondence with one's own personal experience and interpretive intuition, can support an intellectual commitment to one or the other.

Indeed, much of my earlier criticism of the Becker and Posner perspectives on the criminal process can be understood in just this way. To take but one example, recall Posner's discussion of the relative severities of observed penalties for premeditated murder and impersonated homicide. To his fundamental postulate that the criminal process is organized so as to achieve systematically efficient resource allocation through the device of probability scaled punishments, Posner adds the primary hypothesis that the probability that cold-blooded murderers will be apprehended and convicted is systematically smaller than that for impersonated killers. From these two untestable assertions follows the third, that the penalty for premeditated murder must be greater so that the expected punishments in the two cases will be the same. Here, as elsewhere, my criticism was no that Posner was logically 'wrong' but rather that, relative to the alternative institutional explanation of this same observation, the fundamental proposition and primary hypothesis required to support his argument simply did not seem plausible.

This is particularly true for Posner's fundamental proposition, where the absence of any mechanism through which such systemic efficiency doctrines could historically have evolved or presently be implemented in some complex system, the existence of explicitly contrary but unexplained norms of criminal justice, and the total suppression of moral elements demand suspensions of disbelief too great for the explanatory power it returns. But the nature of the epistemology required by the institutional and neoclassical explanatory frameworks forces the issue to this inherently subjective debating ground, where neither paradigm is likely to prevail quickly or completely.

These issues are complicated still further when the phenomena under scrutiny are the inherently qualitative outcomes of an evolutionary process. As I have argued in the case of the criminal process, the continuous variability of rules and procedures which do not yield to

quantification and the nonoptimizing character of the process which generates them severely constrain our ability to "predict" or explain their evolution with mathematical precision. At best, we can outline a general set of properties which characterize adequate structural responses to a given environmental condition, qualities which might be shared by a broad range of specific evolved forms.

But beyond this, such qualitative argument inescapably involves a series of subjective interpretations and verbal descriptions on the part of the analyst, an element of particular sensitivity in comparative studies of evolutionary development. At the outset, of course, the evolving exchange mechanism itself must be isolated and identified clearly. This delineation of theoretical boundaries need not correspond to other, more common or generally perceived definitions of the institutions under consideration; what must be captured is the complex of social arrangements which serve to structure individual incentives regarding cost-imposing behavior through the device of effective sanctions. In some societies, for example, or in a given society observed over a long period of time, the mechanism that I have termed the "criminal process" may well be manifested beyond the explicit borders of formal criminal law and procedure. It may include elements not only of the civil law (should such a clear distinction exist) but also of religious institutions and other informal but respected codes of conduct and sanctioning mechanisms. Moreover, once the system itself has been demarcated, the nature of its evolutionary development must be articulated in sufficient detail to permit the formulation of unambiguous hypotheses and the organization of empirical observation to evaluate them. The way in which problems are posed by changes in the exchange environment, the precise nature of the dysfunctions that result, and the means by which structural variation is generated within the exchange mechanism must be made explicit so as to indicate clearly just what kinds of phenomena the observer ought to be looking for and how he or she will be able to recognize them once they are encountered.

2. The Santobello Observation.—Certainly, the interpretive role required of both theorist and observer in such an endeavor and the close relationship between description and analysis it creates counsel circumspection and sensitivity throughout the analytic process. But these concerns become most problematic at the very end of the process, when for reasons of theory the observer is called upon to recognize particular structural phenomena which result from individual behavior within a social system "for what they are" (or, more precisely, "by what they do") even though the participants themselves may view the cause and consequences of their own actions very differently. This question of "latency" in individual behavior takes on special significance in the
study of judicially evolved forms in the legal process.\textsuperscript{184} The reasons which courts provide for the imposition of particular rules and procedures may diverge sharply from the rationale for those same outcomes offered by the theorist, creating conflicts which often touch upon fundamental questions of jurisprudence and the nature of law.

In the institutional framework, this problem is well illustrated by the Supreme Court's decision in\textit{ Santobello v. New York}.\textsuperscript{185} Under indictment for gambling offenses which, by New York law, carried a maximum penalty of a year's imprisonment, Santobello pleaded guilty to the charges in exchange for the prosecutor's agreement not to recommend that any particular sentence be imposed. After a series of delays caused by defense motions and the belated arrival of a necessary presentence report, Santobello appeared at last for sentencing, at which time the state was represented by a different prosecuting attorney. Apparently unaware of his predecessor's agreement, the new prosecutor urged that Santobello be imprisoned for a full year. Over counsel's objection, the court complied with the prosecutor's sentence recommendation, noting that it would have imposed the maximum penalty on the basis of the presentence report even if the prosecutor had not so argued. Santobello appealed, claiming that the court's denial of his request to withdraw his guilty plea following the prosecutor's breach of the plea agreement denied him due process of law in violation of the fourteenth amendment.

In a short and straightforward opinion, the Supreme Court agreed. Speaking through Chief Justice Burger, the Court recognized the extent to which the American criminal process has become dependent upon the negotiated plea as a relatively inexpensive mode of conviction; without plea bargains or a massive new commitment of public resources to criminal justice, the criminal process would descend uncannily into chaos.\textsuperscript{186} But reliance on this essential system also requires that individual negotiations be conducted fairly, and in particular that defendants be able to rely upon agreements reached with the prosecution. Even where, as here, the government's breach was "inaudient," due process thus demands that "where a plea rests in any significant degree on a promise or agreement of the prosecutor, so that it can be said to be part of the inducement or consideration, such promise must be fulfilled."\textsuperscript{187}

The Court's suggestion that the preservation of the bargaining process itself is conditioned upon such "fair dealing" finds strong support in institutional theory. Just as unscrupulous used car dealers may make it impossible for honest ones to do business, the existence of unkept plea bargains adds an element of uncertainty to negotiations which can prevent the completion of agreements which both parties would otherwise find acceptable, ultimately threatening the entire bargaining system. Where the defendant suspects the possibility of a stiffer sentence after a broken promise, any deal offered will be seen as incrementally less sweet; the expected sentence that the accused perceives due to this uncertainty is greater than that actually offered even if the prosecutor fully intends to honor the agreement and tries to tell the defendant so. As a result, prosecutors, honest or not, must offer systematically lower sentences to induce guilty pleas than they would in the absence of this uncertainty, and if the perceived probability of a broken promise is sufficiently great, the "bad" bargains will drive the "good" ones from the marketplace entirely.

Here, as elsewhere, the range of feasible responses to this potential for organizational failure is wide. The uncertainty which gives rise to it might, for example, be eliminated by a rule which allows withdrawal of the plea (as Santobello himself had requested), a requirement of specific performance,\textsuperscript{188} judicially enforced sentencing\textsuperscript{189} or charge modification\textsuperscript{190} to fit the agreement, or some other procedure which renders offending prosecutors liable to direct or personal sanctions for breaches of this kind. In\textit{ Santobello} itself, the Court remanded the case to the trial court, offering it the choice of allowing withdrawal of the plea or enforcing the agreement as it saw fit given the circumstances,\textsuperscript{191} and lower courts have not hesitated to experiment with various other remedies in similar cases.\textsuperscript{192}

But the most interesting aspect of the case is the vehicle by which the organizational solution was reached. Santobello, of course, did not argue that he was entitled to relief because the prosecutor's behavior inefficiently created general uncertainty in a market for guilty pleas. Rather, he claimed that his treatment at the hands of the state was fun-

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{184} Cf. R. Posner, supra note 28, at 181, 405, 415-17, 440-41 (attempting to grapple with this issue in the context of his own economic theory of legal institutions).
\textsuperscript{185} 404 U.S. 257 (1971). This case is discussed in Adelman,\textit{ Negotiated Guilty Plea}, supra note 8, at 814-16.
\textsuperscript{186} See text accompanying notes 62-77 supra.
\textsuperscript{187} 404 U.S. at 262.
\textsuperscript{188} Palermo v. Warden, Green Haven State Prison, 545 F.2d 286 (2d Cir. 1976); Correale v. United States, 479 F.2d 944 (1st Cir. 1973).
\textsuperscript{189} FED. R. CRIM. P. 11(b)(5); see FED. R. CRIM. P. 11 note.
\textsuperscript{190} United States v. Carter, 454 F.2d 426 (4th Cir. 1972).
\textsuperscript{191} 404 U.S. at 263.
\textsuperscript{192} See generally Westen & Westin,\textit{ A Constitutional Law of Remedies for Broken Plea Bargains}, 66 CALIF. L. REV. 471 (1978). The United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit has gone well beyond\textit{ Santobello}, holding that the constitutional contours of "fair dealing" in the context of plea bargaining are not circumscribed by the analogous principles of ordinary contract law. As a matter of fundamental fairness embraced within substantive due process guarantees, "a constitutional right to enforcement of plea proposals may arise where a contract has been formed, and on the basis alone of expectations reasonably formed in reliance upon the honor of the government in making and abiding by its proposals." Cooper v. United States, 594 F.2d 12, 18 (4th Cir. 1979) (emphasis added) (footnote omitted).
\end{footnotes}
mentally unfair to him as an individual, and despite its allusions to arguments of policy, this is precisely what the Court held. Now it can well be argued that where, as in Santobello, a particular rule or procedure can be rationalized independently of any constitutional claims which might be raised in its support, the adoption of policy on these grounds is to be preferred in that it avoids the adjudication of constitutional questions. Yet it is clear nonetheless that many such rules also remedy widely perceived inequities; the Court does little violence to well established moral sensibilities in asserting that the state’s treatment of Santobello was unfair.

The observation that rules which serve to maintain or enhance the ability of a given allocational mechanism to organize efficient exchange in particular environments may also reflect broadly shared values of fairness (which we shall call the “Santobello observation”) becomes especially significant in the evolutionary perspective of institutional inquiry. In the first instance, it suggests that the persistence and generality of specific normative principles of fairness or due process may be related to the role they play in facilitating the individual search for mutually beneficial exchange which lies at the center of the institutional framework. Santobello is by no means the only example in the American criminal process of this compatibility of pervasive social norms with a propensity of individuals toward efficient exchange. Environments characterized by moral effects which may vary widely from case to case and which include a clear element of coercion in the initial imposition of costs demand a great deal of organizational arrangements directed toward the completion of efficient transactions. Price exaction in such an environment requires the simultaneous pursuit of proportionality and individualization in the fixing of punishment, goals traditionally seen as distinct and often conflicting. Prices must be sensitive both to the extent of cost associated with particular acts and to the potentially substantial variance among ostensibly similar cases. Moreover, given the absence of competitive forces from this environment, the problem of “fair notice” assumes great importance; some means must be established by which price information essential to the identification of efficient transactions can effectively be communicated ex ante to offenders.

But the Supreme Court has in fact evolved constitutionally based rules and procedures which address each of these organizational requirements, and in each case has done so by identifying the normative grounds for its decisions with what it perceives to be deeply rooted values of criminal justice. The virtually universal norm of proportionality, though fully elevated to constitutional dimension through the eighth

amendment only recently in Coker v. Georgia, has been recognized by the Court for decades as a basic principle of equity in criminal sentencing. The interrelated ideal of individualization is articulated in equally fundamental terms. Thus, in Pennsylvania v. Ashe, holding the equal protection clause to be consistent with the imposition of different sentences for statutorily identical offenses, the Court stated:

For the determination of sentences, justice generally requires consideration of more than the particular acts by which the crime was committed and that there be taken into account the circumstances of the offense together with the character and propensities of the offender.

The transmission of price information to potential offenders has been treated similarly. The threshold problem of entitlement placement—the distinction between legal and illegal cost imposition—has long been at the core of the vagueness doctrine:

That the terms of a penal statute creating a new offense must be sufficiently explicit to inform those who are subject to it what conduct on their part will render them liable to its penalties is a well-recognized requirement, consonant alike with ordinary notions of fair play and the settled rules of law; and a statute which either forbids or requires the doing of an act in terms as vague that men of common intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its application violates the first essential of due process of law.

But as the perception of the costs imposed by specific offenders in particular circumstances has become increasingly refined, the resultant individualization of sentences has created the further problem of fair notice expressed in the informational paradox. As I elsewhere have argued at length, the Court’s requirement of capital sentencing standards in the normative context of the eight amendment speaks directly and with striking explicitness to this environmental obstacle to
individually efficient exchange.\textsuperscript{201}

The jurisprudential import of this observation seems clear, for it poses a distinct counterpoint to what might be called a "strong positivist"\textsuperscript{202} position on the nature of due process, that the rules of justice embodied in phrases like "fundamental fairness" and "due process" are solely the intentional products of deliberate human design and as such purely subject to whatever definition the sovereign chooses to give them. Instead, certain of these notions of fairness take on a clear functional dimension in that they appear to address a well defined set of evolutionary problems in a social system directed toward the amelioration of a specific kind of externality relationship through the device of price exaction. To the extent that the institutions which comprise this system are the evolutionary consequence of an individual propensity toward exchange which exists logically prior to them, these particular norms may be understood as "natural" in the sense forcefully described by Friedrich Hayek.\textsuperscript{203} This aspect of the institutional framework raises questions of obvious importance which deserve much more careful attention than I am able to give them here.

A more immediate concern is with the epistemological aspect of the Santinello observation and its illustration of the recurrent themes of organizational adaptation and separation of individual intent and systemic consequence in the criminal process. For these themes themselves point to a characteristic coupling of evolutionary and functional modes of argument which permeates all of institutional analysis. The functional element of the framework is manifest in its repeated articulation of the precise way in which various rules, procedures, and structural arrangements preserve the ability of the criminal process to organize individually efficient transactions in the face of well defined environmental obstacles to exchange. But to the extent that description of this kind is purely synchronic, limited simply to identifying the "problem-solving" character of these organizational forms at a given moment in time, it invites the collapse of cause and effect into sterile tautology. Given only this static dimension, the observation that the performance of a particular function is essential to the continued operation of a social system necessarily becomes the basis of the explanation for whatever structure is seen to perform that function.\textsuperscript{204} Much of early functional anthropology appears to have fallen into this methodological trap,\textsuperscript{205} which seems to require either the existence of some unspecified causus finalis which demands the system's continuity or, what is equally untenable, the imputation of purposeful or goal-directed behavior to social systems as such rather than to the individuals

\textsuperscript{201} See Adlestein, Informational Paradox, supra note 9, at 291-96. In light of my earlier discussions of the potential for error introduced by conditions of bounded rationality into the process of structural evolution, see text accompanying notes 25, 26 & 179 supra, it is interesting to note that in the cases involving some proportionality norm and the resolution of the informational paradox, the Court's eighth amendment value judgments effectively overturned earlier fourteenth amendment holdings explicitly to the contrary. Thus, in Williams v. Oklahoma, 358 U.S. 774, 786-87 (1970), the Court pointedly refused to find a requirement of proportionality in the due process clause, and the eventual imposition of capital sentencing standards on eighth amendment grounds amounted to a complete repudiation of the due process arguments in McGautha v. California, 402 U.S. 183 (1971). Compare Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 195 n.47 (1976) (plurality opinion of Stewart, Powell, and Stevens, J.) with Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 310 n.12 (1972) (Stewart, J., concurring) and id. at 427 (Powell, J., dissenting).

\textsuperscript{202} Many different and subtle strands of jurisprudential thought, well beyond the scope of this essay, are loosely collected under the heading of "positivism." I use the term here simply as an expository device, and mean it to be taken neither strictly nor pejoratively. For a stimulating and highly useful discussion of positivist thought see Hart, Positivism and the Separation of Law and Morals, in THE PHILOSOPHY OF LAW 17 (R. Dworkin ed. 1977); Dworkin, Is Law a System of Rules? in id. at 38; Fuller, Positivism and Fidelity to Law-A Reply to Professor Hart, 71 HARV. L. REV. 630 (1958).

\textsuperscript{203} Hayek wrote:

[The problem of the origin or formation and that of the manner of functioning of social institutions was essentially the same: the institutions did develop in a particular way because the co-ordination of the actions of the parts which they secured proved more effective than the alternative institutions with which they had competed and which they had displaced. The possible stands therefore in a close relation to the theory of evolution of the particular kinds of spontaneous orders which we call organizations.

But if in the theoretical social sciences these insights appear at last to have firmly established themselves...jurisprudence, is still almost wholly unaffected by it. The philosophy dominant in this field, legal positivism, still clings to the essentially anthropomorphous view which regards all rules of justice as the product of deliberate invention and pride itself to have at last escaped from all influence of that "metaphysical" conception of the "natural" foundations of law and its pursuit of which...all the theoretical understanding of social phenomena springs. This may be accounted for by the fact that the natural law concept which modern jurisprudence reacted was the perverted rationalist conception which interpreted the law of nature as the deductive constructions of "natural reason" rather than as the unde-

\textsuperscript{204} For at least one writer, it is precisely this circularity of cause and effect which defines functional analysis itself: "By a functional explanation we mean an explanation which the consequences of social arrangement are essential elements of the cause of the behavior." A. Stinchcombe, Constructing Social Theories 80 (1968) (emphasis in original).

\textsuperscript{205} See, e.g., C. Hempel, The Logic of Functional Analysis, in ASPECTS OF SCIENTIFIC EXPLA-

ATION 297, 308-23 (1965) (discussion of the writing of Mallowan and Radcliffe-Brown); Goldstein, The Logic of Explanation in Malinowski Anthropology, 24 PHILOSOPHY SCI. 156 (1957).
who comprise them. What is needed to break this circle is some analogue to the biological process of natural selection, a mechanism attributable solely to the behavior and intentions of individuals which is sensitive to the environment within which the system exists and which propels the generation of adaptive structural change in response to shifts in environmental conditions.

In the criminal process, as I have suggested, this evolutionary mechanism is a complex of legislative and judicial institutions directed toward the resolution of individual externalities relationships through price exchange, severely constrained by the impactedness of necessary information and the strictly bounded rationality of its actors. Structural change at the margin is most often precipitated by individual litigants whose claims of unfair treatment can, in their essentials, be interpreted as identifying sources of organizational failure in the price exchange process that are due either to specific conditions in the exchange environment or to systematic error in the evaluation of particular costs. In cases they deem appropriate, appellate courts fashion remedies of general application to the problem at hand from among the limited set of alternatives presented to them, thereby adopting the allocational mechanism as a whole to whatever informational or environmental condition motivated the litigation. And the dynamic which energizes this entire process of structural adaptation is the postulated search for mutually beneficial exchange, a fundamental constitutent of individual behavior which extends well beyond those particular environments well-suited to market organization and which, in the institutional perspective, is the raison d'être for the criminal process itself.

None of this represents a revolutionary innovation in economic thought. One need only look to Adam Smith for an expression not just of this underlying behavioral postulate but, much more strikingly, of the adaptive and evolutionary view of social organization based upon this behavioral assumption. A universal and distinctively human “propensity to truck, barter, and exchange” was, for Smith, the individual purpose which lay at the source of market organization itself and the social division of labor which derives from it. The vast and
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immensely complex network of interrelationships which comprise the market evolves not as a product of conscious design but as a “spontaneous order” neither foreseen nor intended by any of its individual participants. The specific qualitative form of market institutions, moreover, is sensitive to the environmental conditions within which exchange must be carried out. Thus, “the division of labor is limited by the extent of the market”; factors of population density and topography are principal determinants of the degree and kind of specialization which characterizes particular markets.

Most interesting, however, is the dynamic component of Smith’s analysis. His discussion of the origin and development of money, for example, is a detailed evolutionary argument solidly grounded in the functional aspects of currency as a market-based medium of exchange. The replacement of barter, first by commodity money, then by raw metals, and finally by public coinage is explained in terms of the successive improvements in physical convenience and transferability, measurability and standardization, and the reduction of uncertainty offered by each of these qualitative changes. It is the individual propensity toward exchange which Smith explicitly saw as calling forth these institutional adaptations in increasingly complex trading environments, and he had written 200 years later, it seems clear that Smith would have understood the subsequent development of commercial paper, negotiable instruments, and “electronic balances” in precisely the same way.

Against this background, the framework developed here adds but two elements. The first—a broad functional analysis of the criminal process as an imperfect institutional response to the failure of markets to organize individually efficient transactions in criminal entitlements—results from the simple extension of the postulated propensity toward exchange to environments hostile to market organization. Beyond this, the possibility of a limited but fruitful analogy to the process of natural selection enables us to specify a plausible mechanism which can account for adaptive structural change in this system without resort to final causes or systemic purposes. In the final parts of this essay, I examine some of the problems associated with these two elements, and conclude with a brief discussion of the framework’s promise as a theoretical basis for comparative studies in criminal law and procedure.

206 See text accompanying notes 21-26 & 166-72 supra.
207 Indeed, the evolutionary ideas of Smith and others of the Scottish school appear to have been reflected in the thought of Charles Darwin. See, e.g., F. HAYEK, The Legal and Political Philosophy of David Hume, in STUDIES IN PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS, AND ECONOMICS 106, 119 (1967). On the precursors of Darwin generally, see the excellent collection FORERUNNERS OF DARWIN: 1745-1859 (R. Glass, O. Temkin & W. Straus, Jr. eds. 1959).
208 Smith explained:
Whether this propensity be one of those original principles in human nature, of which no further account can be given; or whether, as seems more probable, it be the necessary consequence of the faculties of reason and speech, it belongs not to our present subject to inquire. It is common to all men, and to be found in no other race of animals, which seem to know neither this nor any other species of contracts.
A. SMITH, supra note 3, at 13.

209 This phrase is Hayek’s. See F. HAYEK, Notes on the Evolution of Systems of Rules of Conduct, in STUDIES IN PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS, AND ECONOMICS 66, 74 (1967).
210 A. SMITH, supra note 3, at 17-21 (Book I, ch. III: “That the Division of Labor is Limited by the Extent of the Market”).
211 Id. at 22-29 (Book I, ch. IV: “Of the Origin and Use of Money”). For two more modern expositions of these same ideas, one historical and one mathematical, see J. HICKS, A THEORY OF ECONOMIC HISTORY 63-68 (1969); Jones, The Origin and Development of Media of Exchange, 84 J. POL. ECON. 757 (1976).
The continuing and often fierce epistemological controversy occasioned by functional methodology has produced a rich body of critical literature on the possibilities and limitations of functional inquiry in the social sciences. Some of this century's most distinguished anthropologists and sociologists have been identified with a "functionalist" or "structural-functionalist" school of social thought, and this has no doubt contributed both to the volume of critical work and to its intensity. But the variety of distinct analytical techniques employed by these functional writers, as well as their explicit attempts to distance themselves from one another, necessarily renders generalizations somewhat artificial. One result of this diversity of approaches has been to divide the opposition in the debate. Those critical of functional thought have tended to identify it implicitly with one or another of these diverse approaches and thus to focus their attacks upon the shortcomings of a particular work or analytical style. This fragmentation has inevitably led to some contradiction within the literature, and many of the critics' epistemological straw men have been caricatures of functionalism that its more careful practitioners would heatedly disavow. But from this critical commentary has emerged one consistent and convincing theme whose salutary effect has been to impose strict constraints upon acceptable forms of functional argument.

Central to this theme is the problem of teleology. It is, I think, well-established that genuinely scientific explanations of social phenomena must proceed from what Karl Popper calls the "unassailable doctrine" of individualism, "that we must try to understand all collective phenomena as due to the actions, interactions, aims, hopes, and thoughts of individual men, and as due to traditions created and pre-

212 A survey of this important literature is beyond the scope of the present essay, but it has occupied a central position in recent studies in the philosophy of social science. Though their own disciplines are not well represented in it, interested students of jurisprudence and economics will nonetheless find it a relevant source of insight and perspective. In addition to those works cited elsewhere in the text, see the excellent collection of essays in SYSTEMS, CHANGE AND CONFLICT (N. Demerath & R. Peterson eds. 1967); Cummins, Functional Analysis, 72 J. PHILOSOPHY 741 (1975); Wright, Functions, 62 PHILOSOPHICAL REV. 159 (1973).

213 See generally B. Malinowski, A SCIENTIFIC THEORY OF CULTURE AND OTHER ESSAYS (1944); B. Malinowski, MAGIC, SCIENCE AND RELIGION AND OTHER ESSAYS (1954); A. Radcliffe-Brown, STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION IN PRIMITIVE SOCIETY (1952).


215 See, e.g., R. MERTON, supra note 214, at 76-91 (critique of Malinowski and Radcliffe-Brown).
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76:1 (1981) served by individual men." The decisive virtue of explanations grounded in the behavior of individuals is that they ensure the existence of an empirical core of statements whose veracity can, in principle, be determined by observation. Where social phenomena are explained by appeal to causes or purposes divorced from the behavior of individuals, it becomes extremely difficult to formulate testable statements as to when and how these purposes will be manifested. Theory is reduced to metaphor by the inability to specify the circumstances under which causal agents will assert themselves or the observable consequences which their assertion will have.

But much of our everyday experience compels the view that social life is more than the simple sum of its constituent parts. The obvious interdependence of individual behavior and its integration within various forms of social organization naturally draws attention to the characteristics and dynamics of social systems as such. A familiar case in point is the economic theory of general equilibrium, the simultaneous determination of efficient prices and quantities in a large number of markets characterized by interrelations of supply and demand. Both the centerpiece of the theory—the efficient allocation of resources across all these markets—and the prices for which it seeks to account are phenomena which can only be understood as properties or outcomes of the system as a whole. No single individual intends or causes the price of a particular good to assume its equilibrium value; the market price of a good applies uniformly to all traders, is taken by each as a given, and results from the coordination of their self-interested behavior by the market mechanism. Yet despite the systemic quality of these prices and the equation of market supply and demand which they induce, there is no need to invoke "systemic needs" or "purposes" to explain them. Where supply exceeds demand, price falls and the excess disappears. One might conceivably argue that this occurs because the market mechanism itself "requires" (or worse, "intends") the glut to be relieved and equilibrium restored, and that the price falls in order to meet this systemic need. But this clearly dubious anthropomorphism is unnecessary, for the theory offers instead an explanation which attributes the fall in price and the elimination of the excess supply entirely to the behavior (though not the intention) of individual traders.

My point here is simply that social theory which encompasses objects of analysis beyond the individual can be seen as a useful counterpoint to the principle of individualism rather than as a contradiction or denial of it. As our economic examples makes clear, explanations of social phenomena whose existence or measurement depends upon the interrelatedness of human activity and the forms within which it is


217 Cf. C. Hempel, supra note 205, at 303-04.

218 Cf. K. Popper, supra note 216, at 82 n.1.
coordinated can be formulated solely in terms of the behavior of individuals. Only when such explanations require the ascription of purposive behavior to social entities or systems themselves, rather than to individual actors alone, is their scientific validity called into question. But it is precisely this deficiency which some thoughtful critics claim is inherent in all of functional analysis. In their view, the defining feature of functional argument is its invocation of a systemic teleology; explanations of social phenomena or the dynamics of social systems which can successfully be grounded in the actions of individuals necessarily lose their functional character as a result.219

This easy identification of functionalism with a teleological point of view is resisted by Carl Hempel.220 Impressed by the extensive use of functionalism in evolutionary biology as well as the social and historical disciplines, Hempel offers a critical and closely circumscribed defense of its methodology. His purpose is to examine the logical structure and empirical significance of functional analysis "by means of a confrontation with...the explanatory procedures used in the physical sciences."221 He does this by carefully decomposing what he perceives to be the common core of the functional method in a variety of disciplines into a series of separable propositions, discussing the meaning and explanatory power of each in turn. Relative to the methods employed in the physical sciences, Hempel ultimately finds functional analysis wanting, largely because of its inability to provide deterministic or statistical predictions about the qualitative phenomena with which it is generally concerned. But he also shows that, contrary to claims of inherent tautology, proper functional argument does invoke general causal relationships222 and, most importantly, that its element

219 Thus, Anthony Giddens explains, Merton's distinction of manifest and latent functions makes explicit an integral feature of functionalist theory in the social sciences: that social institutions demonstrate a teleology which cannot be necessarily inferred from the purposes of the actors involved in them. In sociological functionalism, this always depends ultimately upon the thesis, or the assumption, that there are "social needs" which have 'a' be met for society to have a continuing existence. [But] social systems, unlike organisms, do not have any need or interest in their own survival, and the notion of "need" is falsified if it is not acknowledged that system needs presuppose actors' wants. But if there are no independent system needs...the notion of function is superfluous, for the only teleology that has to be involved is that of human actors themselves, together with the recognition that their acts have consequences other than those they intend, and that these consequences can involve homeostatic processes. A. GIDDENS, supra note 15, at 105, 110-11 (emphasis in original). See also A. RYAN, THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 172-96 (1970).

220 C. HEMPEL, note 205 supra.

221 Id. at 297.

222 Id. at 298, 300, 309. See also R. BROWN, EXPLANATION IN SOCIAL SCIENCE 129-30 (1963). The thrust of this controversy is readily illustrated. Let R be a procedure or organizational form within a particular system, E its functional effect in the system (that is, the problem, which R solves), and E the absence of E. The argument "E causes R" is properly questioned because it locates an effect at an earlier moment in time than its cause. But Hempel shows that functional argument which includes the essential element of a self-regulating mechanism in the system of self-regulation or homeostasis can (indeed must) be based upon individual behavior and thus need not imply systemic purposes or the existence of final causes.223 Pursued with care and discernment, he concludes, functional analysis can be a powerful mode of scientific inquiry, "illuminating, suggestive, and fruitful in many contexts."224 What makes Hempel's study of particular interest is that the logical structure of the functional method he discusses is all but identical to that of the institutional analysis of the criminal process. His detailed consideration of this structure, as well as the shortcomings he identifies in it, can thus shed much light on the epistemological properties of the institutional framework and ensure that argument within it is conducted in a useful and scientifically acceptable way.

1. Functional Statics: Structure and Clarity in Functional Argument—Proper functional argument must incorporate both a static depiction of the system under consideration and an explicit dynamic which accounts for its ability (or failure) to adapt over time to changes in the circumstances of its existence.225 As Hempel makes clear, functional analysis in the social sciences has often foundered on the specification of this dynamic and the conditions under which it operates, and I shall presently examine this problem and the response of the institutional framework to it in some detail. But the static component has been a major source of difficulty as well, for Hempel shows that much of the explanatory power of a given functional argument turns on the clarity and precision of this aspect of the inquiry. At base, this static element amounts to a descriptive "snapshot" of the system at a moment in time during which it is adequately performing the social task ascribed to it by the analyst. Along with a clear definition of the system itself and its internal state at the moment in question, this requires a specification of the environmental conditions which surround it and a demonstration of the precise way in which a given institutional structure or organizational form enables the system to continue its satisfactory performance of the social task.

In general, this element of the argument fixes attention upon some persistent structural form or behavioral pattern which occurs in the system s. The aim of the static analysis is then to show that s is a state, or internal condition, C, and in an environment representing certain external conditions E that E motiva the creation of R by individuals within the system, and R produces E.

223 C. HEMPEL, supra note 205, at 319-29.

224 Id., at 330.

225 See text accompanying notes 244 & 245 infra.
necessary for the system's remaining in adequate, or effective, or proper, working order.\textsuperscript{226} This formulation plainly parallels my own inquiry into form and structure in the criminal process, and suggests a series of important points of clarification regarding it.

At the outset, one must be clear as to the nature of the system at issue, that is, to precisely what kinds of criminal process the institutional framework is meant to apply. I have noted earlier\textsuperscript{227} that the explicit boundaries of the formal legal machinery need not be coterminous with a potentially broader mechanism of price exaction, the social device which directs incentives regarding individual cost imposition through the use of effective sanctions. But the criminal process, however organized, may well be directed toward ends very different from the identification and encouragement of individually efficient cost imposition through price exaction, and to such systems the institutional analysis is of little relevance. For example, a society might genuinely attempt to offer offenders a true form of rehabilitative service which entails only insignificant public stigma or personal deprivation. This behavior modification might be achieved in a number of ways, including psychiatric treatment, vocational training for socially acceptable employment, or mechanisms of "self-criticism" or political "reeducation" within the offender's own community.

But the essential characteristic of systems of this kind is the real absence of both coercion and the desire to punish the offender visibly for the crime. Both in theory and practice, it is hard to reconcile a public quest for retributive vengeance with a simultaneous and serious effort toward the personal improvement of the offender, and it can be argued normatively that relative to systems which seek only to confront potential offenders with a given punishment price and leave the decision of whether or not to commit a crime to the person's own preferences, attempts to modify these preferences directly to conform to social norms represent a greater intrusion upon the offender's personal integrity. Certainly, nominal efforts at "rehabilitation" may be pursued within systems based upon retributive price exaction with varying degrees of intensity. As I have argued,\textsuperscript{228} however, in such systems these efforts are unlikely to persist or play more than a very small (and generally ineffective) role. But where the treatment of offenders truly reflects aims different from public retribution, alternative explanatory frameworks must be sought.

At the other pole lie systems which seek to impose extremely severe punitive sanctions upon all offenders for all manner of criminal behavior. In principle, of course, such systems might be encompassed within the price exaction framework simply by assuming that the social costs associated with all offenses are very large in that society and that the schedule of punishments merely reflects this array of costs. But this stretches the framework beyond its useful limits, for much of its power derives from the analysis of problems involved in the extraction of cost information in substantially more complex exchange environments. It seems more apt to consider systems of this kind as a separate class, directed not toward the organization of efficient exchange in criminal entitlements but instead toward the unconditional deterrence of all cost-imposing activity. The institutional analysis then remains relevant to a potentially broad range of criminal processes lying between these two extremes, each discernible as a mechanism of individually efficient price exaction by the presence of two identifying characteristics: the general employment of punitive sanctions seen by the community at large as universally painful, and a general norm of proportionality which requires that the severity of the sanction imposed vary with the perceived "gravity" or "seriousness" of the offense involved.

With this range of applicability in mind, let me focus our consideration of the internal and environmental context of price exaction specifically upon the Anglo-American and European criminal processes. The internal condition of these venerable systems is best seen as comprised of two conceptually distinct elements. The first might be called the system's "deep structure," the collection of traditional and firmly established organizational arrangements which differ qualitatively from system to system and are largely responsible for the distinctive national identity of individual criminal processes. The essential feature of these deep structures is their relative inflexibility, a resistance to rapid change which results from the depth of their historical roots; the role they play in the evolutionary process is fundamentally important. Much like those qualitative characteristics which distinguish one species from another in the domain of living things, these structures act to constrain the feasible range of marginal adaptive response to shifts in environmental conditions, placing specific forms which might address a given problem posed by the environment in one system beyond the reach of another. Unlike their biological analogue, however, deep structures are also a principal determinant of the evolutionary mechanism itself, for they shape the processes by which environmental change is sensed and registered, and they regulate the institutional variance generated within particular systems.

Two such structural arrangements are illustrative. Consider first the distribution of authority over the criminal process between legislature and judiciary, particularly the power to evoke general procedural innovation throughout the system. In the United States, of course, the state and federal courts have long held, and not hesitated to exercise, a broad constitutional power to impose specific procedural rules or orga-
2. Functional Dynamics: Of Self-Regulation and the Possibility of Prediction.—Of perhaps greatest importance, however, is the intimate relationship between the notion of functional requirement and the essential dynamic element of proper functional argument. Hempel argues persuasively that vagueness in the definition of functional requirements often leads to tautology or the misplaced incorporation.

242 C. HEMPEL, supra note 205, at 323.
243 Id. at 317. Hempel explained further that

[Such a hypothesis would be to the effect that within a specified range C of circumstances, a given system s... is self-regulating relative to a specified range R of states; i.e., that after a disturbance which moves s into a state outside R, but which does not shift the internal and external circumstances of s out of the specified range C, the system s will return to a state in R. A system satisfying a hypothesis of this kind might be called self-regulating with respect to R.

Id. at 324 (emphasis in original).
sufficiently definite to permit objective empirical test. 244

The central thrust of this argument is surely conclusive, and the basic terms and ground rules which it establishes clearly must be respected in all functional analysis, whatever its subject. But the generality of Hempel’s discussion, I think, obscures what may be a fundamental distinction between the application of functional method (and, perhaps, the alternatives to it as well) to the study of human social systems on the one hand and to all other adaptive systems on the other. The root of the distinction lies in the degree of knowledge regarding essential phenomena within the system available to the external observer, a problem which we have encountered before in the context of the observer’s inability to measure or predict the incidence of moral costs independently of the criminal process.245

The analysis of homeostatic or self-regulating biological processes and the intentional design of “feedback” systems in engineering are largely unconstrained by considerations of this kind. As in the institutional analysis of the criminal process, the requisite specification of the mechanism of self-regulation—the way in which the system senses disturbances which force it beyond the critical range of states R associated with a particular functional requirement and the process by which the system adapts to these changes—presents no insurmountable difficulties. But in general, it is possible only in biological systems or the artifacts of human technology to determine with mathematical precision the limits of R independently of the behavior of the system itself. The engineer or biologist most often deals with physical or physiological processes in which a given internal or environmental quantity is measured against some range of acceptable values known to the observer by a sensing mechanism within the system; corrective or adaptive processes are undertaken by the system itself whenever the quantity leaves this range. But certainly in my own analysis, and perhaps equally in all manner of inquiry into adaptive social systems, the observer is denied this particular form of omniscience. He or she stands in a far poorer position to identify the precise limits of R than do the actual participants in the system’s regulatory mechanism, and as a consequence is unable to predict or specify precisely the conditions under which the adaptive process will be initiated. To this extent, at least, the bond between the specification of functional requirements in social systems and the hypothesized mechanism of self-regulation appears to lie beyond the penetration of external observation.

Consider the familiar example of the organizational failure which results from highly refined individualization of costs and punishment prices. As has been shown, the transmission of price information to potential offenders sufficient to enable them to distinguish efficient cost imposition ex ante is one functional requirement of a criminal process based upon efficient exchange; what I have called the informational paradox is simply a specific kind of failure to meet this requirement. But the homogeneity of criminal entitlements, as with all objects of exchange, is a matter of degree, a continuous quality rather than a quantifiable parameter. Toward one end of this continuum lie entitlements which are relatively homogeneous, cases in which the economic and moral costs (and thus the punishment prices) associated with given acts are largely insensitive to both the identities of the individuals directly involved and the peculiar circumstances of the offense. Within this kind of exchange environment the requisite price information is, in general, effectively transmitted to potential offenders even when precise sentences are determined ex post facto: the penalty imposed upon the last offender is a fairly reliable guide to what will happen to the next. At the other end of the continuum, however, the highly differentiated costs associated with ostensibly similar offenses blocks this flow of essential price information, leaving the mechanism of individualized ex post facto pricing unable to organize efficient transactions.

As an external observer of the criminal process, one can say a great deal about this problem. An observer can show precisely why the exchange mechanism is threatened by shifts in the environment in the direction of greater individualization, and in which particular element of the system’s overlay the necessary adaptation must occur. Moreover, while all the possible alternatives cannot in general be exhausted, one can suggest a set of distinct organizational arrangements (such as mandatory sentencing or legislatively defined standards) which address the problem and offer a useful discussion of the relative feasibility of each alternative, given the existing deep structure and overlay of the system. Most importantly, the individually based mechanism by which the organizational failure will typically be sensed and corrective measures undertaken can be identified. In the American criminal process, this is most likely to occur as a sort of converse to the Santobello observation—in response to the cases of one or more particular offenders whose sentences are claimed to have been unreasonably harsh and therefore unfair. While it is conceivable that such claims alone might be sufficient to induce legislative action directly, deep structural considerations strongly favor their resolution through the judicial process. To the extent that the relevant courts see this inherently subjective claim as prototypical, they will attempt to “objectify” it by testing it against their own subjective judgments concerning the severity of the problem identified and, if appropriate, impose some organizational adaptation to respond to it.

But it cannot be said at precisely what point on this environmental continuum this response will be triggered, nor what the particular cir-

244 Id. at 317-18.
245 See text accompanying notes 35-37, 166 & 167 supra.
cumstances of the case which initiates the process will be, an inability which stems from the fundamentally subjective nature of the informational paradox itself. Defined in terms of the perceptions of individual offenders, the paradox becomes an "objective" problem for the criminal process only when offenders are unable to elicit ex ante price information and a court agrees that the difficulty they face is general and serious, a sensing mechanism itself subject to the "error" introduced by conditions of bounded rationality. The equally subjective judgment of the external observer as to whether this particular functional requirement is being met is thus not only rendered extremely difficult but, in an important sense, quite irrelevant. Certainly the epistemological rules which Hempel imposes upon the terms and structure of proper functional analysis are as fully valid and binding in this context as in all others. But one element of the objective definitional precision that he demands must be replaced by an irreducible kernel of uncertainty, for the ultimate specification of the range of "acceptable" states $R$ remains an inherently subjective matter, inextricably bound up in the mechanism which senses and responds to departures from the acceptable range.²⁴⁶

Yet even if it were possible to specify functional requirements with mathematical precision, a more fundamental source of indeterminacy in the institutional framework would persist. This is the problem of "functional alternatives" or "multiple solutions," which Hempel identifies as common to functional argument in both the social sciences and evolutionary biology.²⁴⁷ For any given source of organizational failure in the criminal process, there generally exists a potentially broad and not fully specifiable class of qualitatively different forms, each of which in principle represents a sufficient adaptive response to the problem at hand.²⁴⁸ The particular subset of organizational alternatives actually placed before a court by the process of litigation, and the remedy ultimately selected, depend in large measure both upon a predecential history which varies considerably from system to system and upon the peculiar qualitative circumstances of the case at bar. These variables,²⁴⁹

²⁴⁶ An analogous argument can be made with respect to the institution of plea bargaining, initiated by the decisions of prosecutors concerned with the necessity that some acceptable proportion of the triable cases which reach them result in the imposition of some punishment price. Cf. text accompanying notes 69-77 supra. Here, the precise determination of this critical proportion is left essentially to the court-monitored subjective judgment of the prosecutor by the deep structural arrangement of the American criminal process, and the external observer is again faced with a basic inability to establish the value of this variable independently of the system's self-regulatory mechanism. The organizational arrangements and incentive structures which create this situation are discussed in detail in Adelson, Negotiated Guilty Plea, supra note 8, at 786-807, and Adelson, The Plea Bargain in Theory: A Behavioral Model of the Negotiated Guilty Plea, 44 S. Econ. J. 488 (1978).

²⁴⁷ C. HEMPEL, supra note 205, at 308-14.
²⁴⁸ We have encountered various aspects of this problem before. See text accompanying notes 118-30 & 176-79 supra.
²⁴⁹ As Holmes stated:

The growth of the law is very apt to take place in this way. Two widely different cases suggest a general distinction, which is a clear one when stated broadly. But as new cases cluster around the opposite poles, and begin to approach each other, the distinction becomes more difficult to trace; the determinations are made one way or the other on a very slight preponderance of feeling, rather than of articulate reason; and at last a mathematical line is arrived at by the contact of contrary decisions, which is so far arbitrary that it might equally well have been drawn a little farther to one side or to the other, but which must have been drawn somewhere in the neighborhood of where it falls.


²⁵⁰ C. HEMPEL, supra note 205, at 314.
istic attributes of the class of patterns in question\(^{225}\) is small. In this case, it is generally possible both to perceive patterns and to predict precise (or statistical) manifestations because it is possible to gather all the data directly relevant to the specification of the pattern and to control for the remainder under conditions of *ceteris paribus*. But the life and social sciences deal with “complex phenomena,” in which the number of distinct elements between pairs of which relations exist, and whose interrelations form the pattern itself, is far too great to permit the collection and control necessary to determine individual manifestations. As a consequence, our aspirations with respect to complex phenomena must be confined to the recognition of patterns as such, for the requisite specification of particulars remains well beyond our cognitive powers.

In this light, then, even where the analysis includes an appropriate hypothesis of self-regulation, predicative constraints of the kind associated with the problem of functional alternatives would appear to be an inescapable element not just of the institutional framework, but of positive inquiry into complex evolutionary phenomena, biological or social. Yet it must surely be a mistake to contend that science is impossible under such circumstances, or that analysis which must be content with the recognition and description of evolutionary patterns is of little or no value. An understanding of the situations in which a particular pattern of events can be expected to occur and why, and an appreciation of what is at stake in its emergence, can be of great importance, particularly in the study of legal systems. Still, it must also be recognized that while evolutionary analysis of this kind clearly remains falsifiable, and thus empirical,\(^{225}\) its empirical context is necessarily limited. It enables us to predict or explain only certain general features of a situation; the range of specific phenomena compatible with it will be wide and the possibility of falsifying it correspondingly small. But as in many fields this will be for the present, or perhaps forever, all the theoretical knowledge we can achieve, it will nevertheless extend the range of the possible advance of scientific knowledge. The advance of science will thus have to proceed in two different directions: while it is certainly desirable to make our theories as falsifiable as possible, we must also push forward into fields where, as we advance, the degree of falsifiability necessarily decreases. This is the price we have to pay for an advance into the field of complex phenomena.\(^{224}\)

IV. CONCLUSION: A LESSON FROM EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY

The paradigmatic study of complex phenomena is, of course, the biological theory of evolution. Philosophers of science have long wrestled with the inherent predictive limitations of the Darwinian model,\(^{225}\) and there persists within it an apparently irreducible core of teleology, a continuing sense among biologists themselves that the appropriate question to ask of evolutionary phenomena is not “how?” but “why?”\(^{225}\) It would seem that these two elements have combined to grant evolutionary theory a kind of epistemological immunity amongst the sciences, a suspension of the rules of experimental verification through prediction which bind its sister disciplines.

But the validity of the theory can scarcely be questioned; its success has erased whatever doubts about its epistemological foundations may once have surrounded it. There are, I think, two fundamental reasons for this, one structural and one empirical. Perhaps Darwin’s greatest achievement was to eliminate the necessity for a theological explanation of the functional aspects of evolutionary phenomena: the need to answer the question “why?” by reference to an apparent purpose or design which could only be seen as the will of God. Instead, the theory of natural selection provides an earthly and fully comprehensible explanation of why organisms do indeed appear to us as if they had been consciously designed for the particular environment within which we find them.

More important, however, is the straightforward observation that, despite its predictive limitations, the theory of natural selection has proven itself to be an immensely powerful framework for the organization and explanation of a vast range of empirical phenomena. Our intellectual commitment to it, moreover, results from its success in literally thousands of comparative studies; the evolutionary pattern which it describes emerges again and again from our observations of the unique historical dialogues between individual species and their environments. We explain the differences between antelopes and butterflies not by showing that the development of each was predetermined by the operation of some immutable natural law, but by comparing, within the pattern described by natural selection, their individual histories in the face of specific shifts in environmental conditions over long periods of time. And it is in precisely this way that the analytical power of the institutional framework can best be tested and put to use.

Though the analogy between them is not perfect, the process of


\(^{226}\) Three especially interesting discussions of teleological problems by biologists are T. DOESENECK, F. AYALA, G. STERBINS & J. VALENTINE, supra note 19, at 497-506; G. WILLIAMS, ADAPTATION AND NATURAL SELECTION: A CRITIQUE OF SOME CURRENT EVOLUTIONARY THOUGHT 258-73 (1966); and Pittendrigh, Adaptation, Natural Selection, and Behavior, in BEHAVIOR AND EVOLUTION 390 (A. Ree & G. Simpson eds. 1958).
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225 See text accompanying notes 178-82 supra.

224 F. HAYEK, supra note 251, at 29.
structural evolution in the criminal process does share with its biological counterpart four basic characteristics which combine in each case to impose strict constraints upon the theory's powers of generalization and prediction. First, the phenomena of interest are essentially qualitative, organizational forms which vary continuously and cannot adequately be specified by a vector of cardinal numbers. Moreover, the development of these forms is a process of hysteresis, in which the entirety of the system's past is encoded in its present and acts as an important determinant of its future. From these two elements springs the fundamental uniqueness of evolving entities which makes simple generalizations across them impossible. But even when our inquiry is confined to a single one of these "species," the inherent indeterminacy which suffuses both sides of the evolutionary dialogue frustrates the attempt to foresee the course of its development. Conditions of bounded rationality create for us an element of randomness in the generation of institutional variation much like that which dominates the process of genetic mutation. Finally, of course, we cannot predict evolutionary response without a specification of the stimulus, and the absence of a theory of environmental change in both the institutional and the biological cases makes the central determinant of evolutionary direction exogenous to the analysis.

But because the institutional framework, like its biological analogue, incorporates a theory of structural change which avoids the ascription of final causes, it allows us to seek in careful comparative analysis both a means of empirical testing and a source of theoretical insight. I have begun in this essay to suggest how this comparative inquiry into systems of criminal price exaction might be conducted, what questions must be asked of each such criminal process, and what must be included in satisfactory answers to the inquiry. The vast potential of institutional analysis as a tool of legal scholarship is, I think, apparent. What may be less so is its power to redress a destructive imbalance between the two disciplines which has come to pervade the economic analysis of law. The increasingly sterile misapplication of neoclassical technique to what economists perceive the problems of law to be has begun to engender a well founded skepticism amongst lawyers as to the value and appropriateness of this analysis to their own discipline. I have tried to show here that legal scholarship has a vital contribution to make, not simply to the field of economics and law, but to the development of economic thought itself. But economists must first-free themselves from "the naive superstition that the world must be so organized that it is possible by direct observation to discover simple regularities between all phenomena and that this is a necessary presupposition for the application of the scientific method."237 Perhaps,

237 F. HAYEK, supra note 251, at 40.